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  ﻣﻠﺨﺺ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ
  
  
  ﺣﺴﻴﻦ ﻳﺤﻴﻰ أﺣﻤﺪ اﻟﺤﻤﺎﻟﻲ: اﺳﻢ اﻟﻄﺎﻟﺐ اﻟﻜﺎﻣﻞ 
  اﻟﻤﻮدﻳﻮﻻت اﻟﻨﻘﻴﺔ ﻣﻄﻠﻘًﺎ واﻟﻤﻔﺎهﻴﻢ اﻟﻤﺮﺗﺒﻄﺔ ﺑﻬﺎ:  ﻋﻨﻮان اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ     
  رﻳﺎﺿﻴﺎت: اﻟﺘﺨﺼﺺ           
   هـ٦٢٤١ﺧﺮ رﺑﻴﻊ اّﻵ _  م٥٠٠٢ﻣﺎﻳﻮ : ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ اﻟﺪرﺟﺔ       
  
  
 اﻟﺮﻳﺎﺿѧﻲ  اﻟﻌѧﺎﻟﻢ ﻮاﺳѧﻄﺔ  ﺑ   م ٣٢٩١ﻃﺮﺣﺖ ﻓﻜﺮة اﻟﺰﻣﺮ اﻟﺠﺰﺋﻴﺔ ﻣﺒﺪﺋﻴًﺎ ﻋﺎم 
 إذا آﺎﻧѧﺖ ع أﻧﻬѧﺎ ﻧﻘﻴѧﺔ ﻓѧﻲ ع ﻣѧﻦ اﻟﺰﻣѧﺮة جﻧﻘﻮل أن اﻟﺰﻣѧﺮة اﻟﺠﺰﺋﻴѧﺔ . ﺑﺮاﻓﺮ
 ـﺟو ( ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋѧﺔ اﻷﻋѧﺪاد اﻟѧﺼﺤﻴﺤﺔ  )ص ﻥﺣﻴﺚ أن ، ﺟـ= س ﻥاﻟﻤﻌﺎدﻟﺔ 
 ﻋﻤﻤѧﺖ ﺑﻌѧﺪ ذﻟѧﻚ ﻓﻜѧﺮة .ع ﻋﻨﺪم ﺗﻜﻮن ﻗﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻟﻠﺤѧﻞ ﻓѧﻲ ج ﻗﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﻞ ﻓﻲ ،ج
، ﻋﻠﻰ ﺳﺒﻴﻞ اﻟﻤﺜѧﺎل آѧﻮون  )ﻜﺘﺎباﻟ  ﻋﺪد ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﻘﺎوة ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻮدﻳﻮﻻت ﺑﻮاﺳﻄﺔ 
وﻣﻨѧﺬ ذﻟѧﻚ اﻟﺤѧﻴﻦ أﺻѧﺒﺢ ﻣﻮﺿѧﻮع ﻧﻘѧﺎوة اﻟﻤﻮدﻳѧﻮﻻت ﻣѧﻦ ، (ﻓﻮوآﺲ و وآѧﺮ 
 ﻗѧﺪم اﻟﺮﻳﺎﺿѧﻲ   م ٧٦٩١ﻓﻲ ﻋѧﺎم .  اﻟﻤﻮاﺿﻴﻊ اﻟﻤﻬﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻧﻈﺮﻳﺔ اﻟﻤﻮدﻳﻮﻻت 
ﺑﻌѧﺪ ذﻟѧﻚ درﺳѧﺖ هѧﺬﻩ اﻟﻔﻜѧﺮة و .  ﻣﻄﻠﻘѧًﺎﻣѧﺎدوآﺲ ﺗﻌﺮﻳﻔѧًﺎ ﻟﻠﻤﻮدﻳѧﻮﻻت اﻟﻨﻘﻴѧﺔ 
ﻓﻲ هﺬﻩ اﻟﺮﺳѧﺎﻟﺔ . ﺳﺘﺎﻧﺴﺘﺮومﻃﻮرت ﻋﻦ ﻃﺮﻳﻖ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻜﺘﺎب ﻣﺜﻞ ﻣﻴﻘﻴﺒﻦ و 
ﺳﻮف ﻧﻘﻮم ﺑﻌѧﺮض ﻋѧﺪد ﻣѧﻦ ﺧѧﺼﺎﺋﺺ اﻟﻤﻮدﻳѧﻮﻻت اﻟﻨﻘﻴѧﺔ ﻣﻄﻠﻘѧًﺎ ﺑﺎﻹﺿѧﺎﻓﺔ 
ﻓѧﻲ .  ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻓﻜﺮة اﻟﻨﻘﺎوة اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻘﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﻮدﻳѧﻮﻻت إﻟﻰ ﺗﻮﺻﻴﻒ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﺤﻠﻘﺎت 
  . اﻟﺮﻳﺎﺿﻲ ﻟﻲﺔﻃﺮﻳﻘاﻟﻨﻬﺎﻳﺔ ﺳﻮف ﻧﻘﻮم ﺑﺪراﺳﺔ ﺗﻌﻤﻴﻢ ﻟﻠﻨﻘﺎوة اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻘﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ 
  
  
  
  ﻴﺔﺩﺭﺟﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﺟﺴﺘﻴﺮ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻌﻠﻮﻡ ﺍﻟﺮﻳﺎﺿ
  ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﻓﻬﺪ ﻟﻠﺒﺘﺮﻭﻝ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﺎﺩﻥ
   ﺍﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺴﻌﻮﺩﻳﺔ-ﺍﻟﻈﻬﺮﺍﻥ
  م٥٠٠٢ / ٥/ ٩٢: اﻟﺘﺎرﻳﺦ 
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0 INTRODUCTION
The notion of pure subgroups was rst introduced by Prüfer in 1923. A subgroup G of a
group A is said to be pure in A if the equation nx = g, where n 2 Z and g 2 G, is solvable
in G whenever it is solvable in A: In 1959, the notion of purity was extended by P. M.
Cohn [5] to modules, and has since become an extensively studied topic in module theory
(see for example J. Dauns [7], D. J. Fieldhouse [9], L. Fuchs [10], B. Stenström [22], R. B.
Wareld [24] and R. Wisbauer [25]). Pure submodules are dened as follows.
An exact sequence of left R-modules 0  ! A0  ! A  ! A00  ! 0 is said to be pure-
exact if, for every right R-module B; we have exactness of 0  ! B 
A0 1
 ! B 
A  !
B 
 A00  ! 0: In this case, we say (A0) is a pure submodule of A. The following
equational characterization will often be useful.
Theorem 1. A submodule N of an R-module M is pure in M if and only if every nite
system of equations over N which is solvable in M is also solvable in N , that is, if and
only if, every system of equations
nX
k=1
rjkxk = nj 2 N (1  j  m)
that has a solution inM; has necessarily a solution in N; i.e. there exist a1; a2;:::; an in N
such that
nX
k=1
rjkak = nj (1  j  m):
In 1967, B. H. Maddox [16] introduced absolutely pure modules: A module is absolutely
pure (a.p.) if it is pure in every module containing it as a submodule. This notion was stud-
ied and developed by many authors (see for example, B. H. Maddox [16], C. Megibben
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[18], and B. Stenström [21]). Since an injective module is a direct summand of every mod-
ule containing it, it is easy to show that injective modules are necessarily absolutely pure.
This means that absolute purity is a weak form of injectivity, and the question as to whether
there are absolutely pure modules that are not injective naturally arises. As we shall see in
this thesis, these two notions coincide precisely when the ring is noetherian.
Recall that a ring R is semisimple if and only if every left R-module is injective. Another
natural question therefore is the following: What are the rings over which all modules are
absolutely pure? A third interesting question is to characterize the rings such that quotients
of absolutely pure modules are absolutely pure. These and other related questions will be
discussed in the thesis.
We will show how several results on injective modules can be extended, with appropriate
modications, to absolutely pure modules. For example, an analogue of Baer's Criterion
established by C. Megibben [18] is:
Theorem 2. An R-module A is absolutely pure if and only if every R-homomorphism
 : K  ! A in the diagram
0  ! K  ! F
 #
A
where F is free and both F andK are f.g.and where  is the inclusion map, can be extended
by an R-homomorphism  : F  ! A, i.e.  = :
A useful, closely related concept to absolute purity is atness. A right R-module B is at
if whenever f : X  ! Y is a monomorphism then so too is 1B 
 f : B 
X  ! B 
 Y:
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As we shall see later, at modules are dual in a certain sense to absolutely pure modules. A
characterization of atness that we will repeatedly use in the thesis is the following classical
result:
Theorem 3 (J. Lambek [14]). An R-module A is at if and only if A is an injective
R-module, where A = HomZ(A;QZ):
The work is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, we give basic terminology and prelimi-
naries that will be used in the sequel. In Chapter 2, we introduce purity of modules (in the
sense of P. M. Cohn [5]) and absolute purity, and prove various results about these two no-
tions. The role of absolute purity in characterizing a number of important classes of rings is
explained in Chapter 3. Finally, in Chapter 4, we discuss generalizations of absolute purity,
atness and coherence due to S. B. Lee [15].
Chapter 1
BASIC TERMINOLOGY AND
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we summarize some denitions and basic results in module theory and ho-
mological algebra that will be used in the thesis. Proofs of these results can be found in
any standard algebra book, see for example [12] and [20]. For more basic results that are
not included here, we refer to [4, 12, 19, 20]. Throughout the thesis, all rings (denoted R
or S) are with 1; all modules are unitary and, unless otherwise stated, left modules. Let I
be a non-empty set andM be an R-module, then j I j denotes the cardinality of I andM I
(respectivelyM (I)) denotes the direct product (respectively sum) of j I j copies ofM:
Denition. A diagram A f ! B g ! C where A; B and C are R-modules, f and g are R-
homomorphisms is called an exact sequence if im f =ker g . In general, a sequence :::  !
A 2
f 2 ! A 1 f 1 ! A0 f0 ! A1 f1 ! A2  ! ::: of R-modules and R-homomorphisms is
exact if im fn = ker fn+1 for all n 2 Z:
The following useful theorem can be proved using standard diagram chasing.
Theorem 1.1 (Five Lemma). Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows
A1
f1 ! A2 f2 ! A3 f3 ! A4 f4 ! A5
# t1 # t2 # t3 # t4 # t5
B1
h1 ! B2 h2 ! B3 h3 ! B4 h4 ! B5
(i) If t2 and t4 are epic and t5 is monic, then t3 is epic.
(ii) If t2 and t4 are monic and t1 epic, then t3 is monic.
In particular if t1; t2; t4; t5 are isomorphisms, then t3 is an isomorphism.
4
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Theorem 1.2. Let 0  ! A f ! B g ! C  ! 0 () be an exact sequence of R-modules
and R-homomorphisms. Then, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) There is a homomorphism k : B  ! A such that kf = 1A:
(ii) There is a homomorphism h : C  ! B such that gh = 1C :
(iii) There is an isomorphism  such that
0  ! A  ! A C  ! C  ! 0
1A # #  # 1C
0  ! A f ! B g ! C  ! 0
is commutative.
The exact sequence () is called split exact if any one of the above equivalent statements is
satised.
A module Y is called a direct summand of X if there is a diagram Y f ! X g ! Y such
that gf = 1Y . Hence, in (i) of Theorem 1.2, A is a direct summand of B:
Denition. A category C consists of a class of objects, obj C; pairwise disjoint sets of mor-
phisms,HomC(A;B); for every ordered pair of objects, and compositionsHomC(A;B)
HomC(B;C)  ! HomC(A;C); denoted (f; g) 7! gf; satisfying the following axioms:
(i) for each object A; there exists an identity morphism 1A 2 HomC(A;A) such that
f1A = f for all f 2 HomC(A;B) and 1Ag = g for all g 2 HomC(C;A);
(ii) associativity of composition holds whenever possible: if f 2 HomC(A;B); g 2
HomC(B;C) and h 2 HomC(C;D); then h(gf) = (hg)f:
Denition. Let C and D be categories. A covariant functor F : C  ! D is a function
satisfying:
(i) If A 2 obj C, then FA 2 obj D;
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(ii) if f : A  ! B is a morphism in C; then Ff : FA  ! FB is a morphism in D;
(iii) if A f ! B g ! C are morphisms in C; then F (gf) = FgFf ;
(iv) for every A 2 obj C; we have F (1A) = 1FA:
Denition. A covariant functor F is left exact if exactness of
0  ! A  ! B  ! C
implies exactness of
0  ! FA F ! FB F ! FC;
a covariant functor F is right exact if exactness of
A
 ! B  ! C  ! 0
implies exactness of
FA
F ! FB F ! FC  ! 0:
Denition. Let C and D be categories. A contravariant functor F : C  ! D is a function
satisfying:
(i) If A 2 obj C; then FA 2 obj D;
(ii) if f : A  ! B is a morphism in C; then Ff : FB  ! FA is a morphism in D ;
(iii) if A f ! B g ! C are morphisms in C; then
F (gf) = FfFg;
(iv) for every A 2 obj C; we have F (1A) = 1FA:
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Denition. A contravariant functor F is left exact if exactness of
A
 ! B  ! C  ! 0
implies exactness of
0  ! FC F ! FB F ! FA;
a contravariant functor F is right exact if exactness of
0  ! A  ! B  ! C
implies exactness of
FC
F ! FB F ! FA  ! 0:
A functor is exact if it is both left and right exact.
Denition. A morphism f : A  ! B in a category C is called an equivalence if there is a
morphism g : B  ! A in C such that gf = 1A and fg = 1B.
Denition. Let E and F be covariant functors, E : U  ! B and F : U  ! B: A natural
transformation t : E  ! F is a class of morphisms tA : EA  ! FA; one for each
A 2 obj U; giving commutativity of
EA
Ef ! EA0
# tA # tA0
FA
Ff ! FA0
for every f : A  ! A0 in U:There is a similar denition if both E and F are contravariant.
Denition. If F; G: U  ! B are functors of the same variance, then F andG are naturally
equivalent, denoted F = G; if there is a natural transformation t : F  ! G with each
tA : FA  ! GA an equivalence.
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Projective and injective modules form important classes in module theory and homological
algebra. We will present the denition of each and some of their basic features.
Denition. An R-module P is said to be projective if for every exact sequence A f !
B  ! 0 of R-modules and for every R-homomorphism g : P  ! B; there exists an
R-homomorphism h : P  ! A such that fh = g:
Theorem 1.3. Let F be a left R-module and let X be a set. Then, the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) F has a basis indexed by X .
(ii) F is a direct sum of j X j cyclic R-modules each of which is isomorphic to
R (as a left R-module).
(iii) F = R(X):
A module F over a ring R; that saties any of the above equivalent statements, is called a
free R-module on the set X:
Theorem 1.4. Every free R-module is projective.
Theorem 1.5. For any R-module P; the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) P is projective;
(ii) every exact sequence 0  ! A  ! B  ! P  ! 0 of R-modules is split exact;
(iii) there is a free R-module F and an R-module K such that F = K  P:
Theorem 1.6. Let fPi j i 2 Ig be a family of R-modules. Then, i2IPi is projective if and
only if each Pi is projective.
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Denition. AmoduleM is nitely generated (f.g.) if there is a nite subset fx1; x2; :::; xng
ofM withM = Rx1 +Rx2 + :::+Rxn:
Denition. An R-module P is nitely presented (f.p.) if there is an exact sequence 0  !
K  ! F  ! P  ! 0 of R-modules where F is free and both F and K are nitely
generated (f.g.).
Denition. An R-module A is said to be injective if for every exact sequence 0  !
X
f ! Y of R-modules and for every R-homomorphism g : X  ! A, there exists an
R-homomorphism h : Y  ! A such that hf = g; i.e. g : X  ! A can be extended to
h : Y  ! A:
Theorem 1.7. Let fAi j i 2 Ig be a family of R-modules. Then,
Q
i2I Ai is injective if and
only if each Ai is injective.
The following result is a well-known characterization of injective modules.
Theorem 1.8 (Baer's Criterion). An R-module M is injective if and only if for any left
ideal I of R and any R-homomorphism f : I  !M there exists an R-homomorphism g :
R  !M that extends f:
Theorem 1.9. For any R-moduleM; The following conditions are equivalent:
(i)M is injective;
(ii) every exact sequence 0  !M  ! N  ! P  ! 0 of R-modules is split exact;
(iii)M is a direct summand of every module that contains it.
Denition. A free resolution of a moduleM is an exact sequence
:::  ! Fn dn ! Fn 1  ! :::  ! F1 d1 ! F0 d0 !M  ! 0
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in which each Fn is a free module.
The following results will be used repeatedly later.
Theorem 1.10. For any R-moduleM , there exists a free R-module F and an epimorphism
f : F  !M . If M is f.g., F can be chosen to be f.g.
One direct consequence is that a nitely generated projective module is nitely presented.
To see this, let 0  ! K  ! F  ! P  ! 0 be an exact sequence where P is a f.g.
projective module and F is f.g. free (see Theorem 1.10). The sequence is split since P is
projective by Theorem 1.5, so F = KP which leads to haveK f.g. (being an epic image
of the f.g. module F ) and hence P is f.p.
Theorem 1.11. Every R-module can be embedded in an injective R-module. (That is, for
every R-module M; there exists a monomorphism g : M  ! E where E is an injective
R-module)
Theorem 1.12. LetM and N be R-modules. Then,
(i) Hom(M; _) is a left exact covariant functor and Hom(_;M) is a left exact con-
travariant
functor.
(ii) The functorsM 
R _ and _ 
RN are right exact covariant functors.
We note that a moduleM is projective if and only ifHom(M; _) is exact; andM is injective
if and only if Hom(_;M) is exact.
Theorem 1.13. Let A be a right R-module and B be a left R-module. Then, there exist
isomorphisms of abelian groups A
R R = A and R
R B = B:
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The following two identities will be needed later.
Theorem 1.14. If fAi j i 2 Ig is a family of R-modules, then
(i) Hom (iAi; B) =
Q
iHom(Ai; B) for all R-modules B:
(ii) Hom (B;
Q
iAi)
= QiHom(B;Ai) for all R-modules B:
Theorem 1.15. Let A be a left R-module and let fBi j i 2 Ig be a family of right R-
modules. Then, there is an isomorphism
(iBi)
R A = i(Bi 
R A):
Theorem 1.16 (Adjoint Isomorphism). For rings R and S; consider the situation (RA;
SBR, SC), i.e. where A is a left R-module, B an (S;R)-bimodule and C a left S-module.
Then,
HomS(B 
R A;C) = HomR(A;HomS(B;C)):
And in the situation (AR;RBS; CS) we have
HomS(A
R B;C) = HomR(A;HomS(B;C)):
Denition. A set I is quasi-ordered if it has a relation  that is reexive and transitive. A
quasi-ordered set I is directed if, for each i; j 2 I; there exists k 2 I with i  k and j  k:
Now, let us dene direct systems and direct limits.
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Denition. Let I be a quasi-ordered set and C be a category. A direct system in C with
index set I is a function F : I  ! C such that for each i 2 I , there is an object Fi and,
whenever i; j 2 I satisfy i  j; there is a morphism ji : Fi  ! Fj such that:
(i) ii : Fi  ! Fi is the identity for every i 2 I
(ii) if i  j  k, then kjji = ki .
Denition. Let F =

Fi; 
j
i
	
be a direct system in a category C. The direct limit of this
system, denoted as lim ! Fi , is an object and a family of morphisms i : Fi  ! lim ! Fi with
i = j
j
i whenever i  j satisfying the following universal mapping problem:
lim Fi
¯ X
®i Fi fi
®j Á
j
i fj
Fj
for every objectX and every family of morphisms fi : Fi  ! X with fi = fjji whenever
i  j, there is a unique morphism  : lim ! Fi  ! X making the above diagram commute.
It can be shown that the class of direct systems with index set I is a category Dir(I), where
a morphism t :

Fi; 
j
i
	  ! Gi;  ji	 is a family of maps ti : Fi  ! Gi making all the
following diagrams commute (when i 6 j):
Fi
ti ! Gi
ji #  ji #
Fj
tj ! Gj:
For future reference, the following results are included.
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Theorem 1.17. (N. Bourbaki [1]). Every R-module is a direct limit of nitely presented
R-modules.
Theorem 1.18. Let I be a directed quasi-ordered set. Suppose there are morphisms of
direct systems over I 
Ai; 
j
i
	  ! Bi;  ji	  ! Ci; ji	
such that
0  ! Ai ti ! Bi si ! Ci  ! 0
is exact for each i 2 I: Then there is an exact sequence of modules
0  ! lim ! Ai
t ! lim !Bi
s ! lim ! Ci  ! 0:
Theorem 1.19. For any right R-module B; the functor B 
R _ preserves direct limits.
Theorem 1.20. Let

Ai; 
j
i
	
be a direct system of R-modules and homomorphisms with
directed index set I , let j be the jth injection j : Aj  ! Ai , and let lim ! Ai =
AiS where S is the submodule of Fi generated by jji (ai)   i(ai) (ai 2 Fi and
i  j): Then,
(i) lim ! Ai consists of all i (ai) + S;
(ii) i (ai) + S is 0 if and only if ti(ai) = 0 for some t > i:
Chapter 2
ABSOLUTE PURITY
In this chapter we will discuss the notions of purity and absolute purity of modules. As
we shall see, their basic properties generalize splitness and injectivity. We rst start with
purity.
Denition. An exact sequence of left R-modules
0  ! A0  ! A  ! A00  ! 0
is said to be pure-exact if, for every right R-module B; we have exactness of
0  ! B 
 A0 1
 ! B 
 A  ! B 
 A00  ! 0:
In this case, we say (A0) is a pure submodule of A.
This is the denition of pure exact sequences introduced by P. M. Cohn [5]. It is clear that
every R-moduleM has 0 andM as pure submodules.
For simplicity, we will use an equational characterization of purity of modules to deduce
some results. To prove this characterization, we need the following lemma (see B. Sten-
ström [23, p.38]).
Lemma 2.1. Let the diagram
M 0
0 ! M  ! M 00  ! 0
# 0 #  # 00
N 0
0 ! N  ! N 00  ! 0
14
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be commutative with exact rows. Suppose that  is monic. Then, 00 is monic if and only if
im 0\ im  = im 0:
Proof. Let 00 be monic and let x = im 0\ im : Then, x = 0(t) = (m) for some t 2 N 0
and m 2 M: 0(t) 2 im 0 = ker  implies 0(t) = 0: Then, (m) = 0(t) = 0 which
leads to have 00(m) = 0 and this implies (m) = 0 since 00 is monic. Then,m 2 ker  =
im 0 which means thatm = 0(c) for some c 2 M 0: Thus, x = 0(t) = (m) = 0(c) 2
im 0: The other inclusion is clear since im 0  im  and im 0 = im 00  im 0:
For the converse, Let 00(m00) = 0 for somem00 2M 00: Then,m00 = (m) for somem 2M
since  is epic. Then, 00(m) = 00(m00) = 0 implies (m) = 0 and hence (m) 2 ker
 = im 0: But (m) 2 im ; so (m) 2 im 0 by the hypothesis, which means that
(m) = 0(m0) for some m0 2 M . This leads to have m = 0(m0) 2 im 0 = ker :
Therefore,m00 = (m) = 0 which means that 00 is monic. 
Remark. It is clear from the proof of Lemma 2.1 that 00 is monic if
im 0\ im   im 0:
Proposition 2.2. For a submodule N of an R-module M; the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) N is pure submodule of M:
(ii) Every nite system of equations over N which is solvable inM is also solvable
in N . That is, if the system of equations
nX
k=1
rjkxk = bj 2 N (1  j  m)
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has a solution in M; say (a1; a2; :::; an) then the system has a solution (t1; t2;:::; tn) in N;
i.e.
nX
k=1
rjktk = bj (1  j  m):
Proof. (ii)=)(i) We want to prove that for every right R-module B, 1B 
 f : B 
N  !
B 
M is monic whenever f : N  ! M is the inclusion map. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that B is a nitely presented R-module by Theorem 1.17 and Theorem
1.19. Then, there is an exact sequence
Rn
 ! Rm  ! B  ! 0;
where  : (xk)1kn 7! (
nP
k=1
rjk xk)1jm for some rjk 2 R. Let f : N  ! M be the
inclusion map. Then, the diagram
Rn 
N  ! Rm 
N  ! B 
N  ! 0
# 1Rn 
 f # 1Rm 
 f # 1B 
 f
Rn 
M  ! Rm 
M  ! B 
M  ! 0
is commutative of exact rows since 
M is a right exact functor for every left R-module
M by Theorem 1.12. The maps 1Rn 
 f and 1Rm 
 f are monomorphisms since each free
module is at. For simplicity, we will use the natural isomorphisms in Theorem 1.13 and
Theorem 1.15 and hence, we have the following diagram
Nn
1 ! Nm  ! B 
N  ! 0
#  #  # 1B 
 f
Mn
2 ! Mm  ! B 
M  ! 0
where 1 and 2 are dened in the same way as  on Nn and Mn respectively and  :
Nm  ! Mm dened as ((cj)j) = (f(cj))j = (cj)j . Now, we want to prove that im 2\
im   im 1; so let b 2 im 2\ im : Then, b = 2((ak)k) = (
Pn
k=1 rjkak)j for some
ak 2 M and b = ((cj)j) for some cj 2 N: Thus, (
Pn
k=1 rjkak)j = ((cj)j) = (cj)j:
Thus,
Pn
k=1 rjkxk = cj (1  j  m) be a system over N which is solvable in M and
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hence there are tk 's 2 N such that
Pn
k=1 rjktk = cj (1  j  m) by hypothesis. Then,
(cj)j = (
Pn
k=1 rjktk)j = 1((tk)k): Now, b = ((cj)j) = 1((tk)k) 2 im 1: Thus,
im 2\ im   im 1: Therefore, 1B 
 f is monic by Lemma 2.2.
(i)=)(ii) LetN be pure inM and letPnk=1 rjkxk = bj 2 N (1  j  m) be a system over
N which is solvable inM say by (a1; a2; :::; an): Let B = Rm im  where  : Rn  !
Rm dened as ((xk)1kn) = (
nP
k=1
rjk xk)1jm. Now, if f be the inclusion map in the
above diagram, then 1B 
 f is monic since N is pure inM and hence im 2\ im  =
im 1 by Lemma 2.2. Now, (bj)j = (
Pn
k=1 rjkak)j = 2((ak)k) 2 im 2 but bj 2 N then
(bj)j = (f(bj)j) = ((bj)j) 2 im  implies (bj)j 2 im 2\ im : Thus, (bj)j 2 im 1
and hence (bj)j = 1((tk)k) for some tk 2 N: Then, (
Pn
k=1 rjktk)j=(
Pn
k=1 rjkf(tk))j=
(f(
Pn
k=1 rjktk)j)=(((
Pn
k=1 rjktk)j))=1((tk)k) = (bj)j (1  j  m) where tk 2 N:
Hence, the system
Pn
k=1 rjkxk = bj 2 N (1  j  m) is solvable in N: 
Proposition 2.3. If N is pure inM andM is pure in P then N is pure in P .
Proof. Let N be pure inM andM be pure in P: Let
nP
k=1
rjkxj = nj 2 N (1  j  m) be
a nite system over N which is solvable in P: Then, the system is solvable inM sinceM
is pure in P: Hence, since N is pure inM , the system is solvable in N , and so N is pure in
P: 
Proposition 2.4. The direct sum of a family of R-modules is pure in their direct product.
Proof. Let fEi j i 2 Ig be a family of R-modules and let
Pn
k=1 rjk(xki)i2I = (qji)i2I
(1  j  m) be a system of linear equations over i2IEi which is solvable in
Q
i2I Ei;
say by (tki)i2I , i.e.
Pn
k=1 rjk (tki)i2I = (qji)i2I (1  j  m). Now almost all qji are zero
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since (qji)i2I 2 i2IEi: Let T =
Sm
j=1 support(qji) and for each k; dene ski as follows
ski =

tki if i 2 T
0 if i 2 IT :
It is clear that (ski)i2I 2 i2IEi because T is nite, and that
Pn
k=1 rjk (ski)i2I = (qji)i2I
(1  j  m): This proves that i2IEi is pure in
Q
i2I Ei: 
The following result was proved by D. J. Fieldhouse [9] in the context of pure theories. We
prove it here using the equational characterization of purity of modules.
Proposition 2.5. If P and Q are two submodules of M; then:
(i) P \Q pure in Q implies P pure in P +Q:
(ii) P +Q pure inM and P \Q pure in Q implies P pure inM:
(iii) P +Q pure inM and P \Q pure inM implies P pure inM and Q pure inM:
(iv) P \Q pure in P +Q implies P and Q are both pure in P +Q:
Proof. (i) Let
nP
k=1
rjkxk = pj (1  j  m) be a system over P which is solvable in
P + Q say by tk + sk (1  k  n) where tk 2 P and sk 2 Q i.e.
nP
k=1
rjk(tk + sk) = pj:
Then
nP
k=1
rjksk = pj  
nP
k=1
rjktk 2 P \Q: Now, the system
nP
k=1
rjkxk = pj  
nP
k=1
rjktk has
the solution sk (1  k  n) in Q and so it has a solution in P \ Q by hypothesis, say
qk (1  k  n); i.e.
nP
k=1
rjkqk = pj  
nP
k=1
rjktk. Thus, we have
nP
k=1
rjk(qk + tk) = pj
(1  j  m) where qk 2 P \Q  P and tk 2 P: Hence, P is pure in P +Q:
(ii) Let P + Q be pure inM and P \ Q be pure in Q: By (i), P \ Q pure in Q implies P
pure in P +Q. Thus, P is pure in P +Q and P +Q is pure inM; so that P pure inM:
(iii) Suppose P \Q is pure inM; then P \Q is pure in Q; since Q is a submodule ofM .
So, if P +Q is pure inM; then P is pure inM by (ii). Similarly, Q is pure inM:
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(iv) Let P \ Q be pure in P + Q: Then P \ Q is pure in Q; as Q  P + Q: Hence, P is
pure in P +Q by (i). Similarly, Q is pure in P +Q: 
2.1 Absolutely Pure Modules
In this section we present the notion of absolutely pure modules and some of its fundamen-
tal properties. B. H. Maddox [16] introduced the following
Denition. AnR-module is absolutely pure (a.p.) if it is a pure submodule in every module
containing it.
Recall that an exact sequence 0  ! N  ! M  ! P  ! 0 of R-modules and R-
homomorphisms is pure-exact if (N) is pure inM .
Proposition 2.6. An R-module N is absolutely pure if and only if every short exact se-
quence with rst term N is pure-exact.
Proof. Suppose rst that N is an absolutely pure module and assume that
0  ! N  !M  ! P  ! 0
is a short exact sequence. Now let
nP
k=1
rjk xk = (sj) (1  j  m) be a system over (N)
which is solvable inM , say by (a1; a2; :::; an); i.e.
nP
k=1
rjk ak = (sj) (1  j  m). Now,
(N) = N and so (sj) = bj for some bj 2 N: Then,
nP
k=1
rjk ak = bj 2 N: Since N is
absolutely pure, there are tk's 2 N such that
nP
k=1
rjk tk = bj . Now, tk 2 N = (N) and
so tk = (uk) for some uk 2 N: Therefore,
nP
k=1
rjk (uk) = (sj): Thus, the system is
solvable in (N) and hence (N) is pure inM:
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For the converse, simply take  to be the inclusion map. 
Proposition 2.7. AnR-moduleN is absolutely pure if and only if it is pure in some injective
R-module.
Proof. One implication follows by taking an injective envelope of N: For the converse, let
M be a module containing N and suppose that N is pure in some injective R-module E:
Let
nP
k=1
rjkxk = aj (1  j  m) be a nite system of equations over N; solvable inM by
(b1; b2; :::; bn) ; i.e.
nP
k=1
rjkbk = aj:We show that the system is solvable in N . Consider the
following diagram
0  ! N  !M
i #
E
where  and i are the inclusion maps. Then, there is a map  :M  ! E such that  = i
since E is injective. Then,
nX
k=1
rjk(bk) = (
nX
k=1
rjkbk) = (aj) = aj (1  j  m)
and so the nite system
nP
k=1
rjkxk = aj (1  j  m) is solvable in E; and so it is solvable
in N: Hence, there exist tk 2 N (1  k  n) such that
nP
k=1
rjktk = aj (1  j  m); as
required. 
Proposition 2.8. Every split exact sequence is pure-exact. In particular, every direct sum-
mand of an R-moduleM is isomorphic to a pure submodule of M .
Proof. Let 0  ! N  ! M  ! P  ! 0 be a split exact sequence and let
nP
k=1
rjkxk =
(nj) (1  j  m) be a nite system over (N) which is solvable inM: Then, there are
bk 2 M (1  k  n) such that
nP
k=1
rjkbk = (nj). Since the sequence is split, there is
 : M  ! N with  = 1N : So we get
nP
k=1
rjk(bk) = (nj) = nj; which implies that
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nP
k=1
rjk(bk) = (nj). Since (bk ) 2 (N); the system is solvable in (N); as required.

Corollary 2.9. Injective modules are absolutely pure.
Proof. Let N be an injective submodule of an R-module M: Then, consider the exact
sequence
0  ! N  !M  !MN  ! 0:
This sequence is split exact, sinceN is injective by Theorem 1.9, and hence it is pure exact
by Proposition 2.8. Therefore, N is pure inM . 
Because of the above results, we can consider absolute purity as a weak form of injectivity,
and purity as a weak form of splitness. We shall see later that there are absolutely pure
modules that are not injective. We next prove some additional results on absolute purity.
The following proposition was proved by B: H. Maddox [16].
Proposition 2.10. (i) Pure submodules of absolutely pure modules are absolutely pure. In
particular, direct summands of absolutely pure modules are absolutely pure.
(ii) Direct products and direct sums of absolutely pure modules are absolutely pure.
Proof. (i) LetN M whereN is a pure submodule ofM andM is absolutely pure. Then,
M is pure in some injective module say E by Proposition 2.7, so by Proposition 2.3, N is
pure in E. Hence, N is absolutely pure again by Proposition 2.7.
(ii) Let fNi j i 2 Ig be a family of absolutely pure modules. Then Ni is pure in some
injective module, say Ei. Now, let
nP
k=1
rjk(xki)i2I = (aji)i2I (1  j  m) be a system
of equations over
Q
i2I
Ni which is solvable in
Q
i2I
Ei: Consider each component separately,
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i.e. consider the system
nP
k=1
rjk(xkt) = (ajt) for each t 2 I . Then, it will be a system over
Nt which is solvable in Et: By the hypothesis, the system will be solvable in Nt: This is
true for all t 2 I: So,
nP
k=1
rjk(xki)i2I = (aji)i2I is solvable in
Q
i2I
Ni; i.e.
Q
i2I
Ni is pure inQ
i2I
Ei. Since is
Q
i2I
Ei is injective (Theorem 1.7),
Q
i2I
Ni is absolutely pure by Proposition
2.7. Also, the direct sum i2INi of the family fNi j i 2 Ig is a pure submodule of their
direct product by Proposition 2.4. So, by (i), i2INi is absolutely pure. 
Recall the denition of nitely presented modules.
Denition. An R-module P is nitely presented (f.p.) if there is an exact sequence 0  !
K  ! F  ! P  ! 0 of R-modules where F is free and both F and K are nitely
generated (f.g.).
Denition. A system of equations over a module A is said to be consistent if it is solvable
in some extension B of A:
Proposition 2.11. A system
Pn
k=1 rjkxk = aj (1  j  m) over a module A is consistent
if and only if
Pm
j=1 jaj = 0 for all scalars j such that
Pm
j=1 jrjk = 0 for all k:
Proof. Let
Pn
k=1 rjk xk = aj be a consistent system over A: Then, the system is solv-
able in some extension B of A; i.e.
Pn
k=1 rjk tk = aj (1  j  m) for some tk 2 B:
Now, assume that
Pm
j=1 jrjk = 0 for all k, then
Pm
j=1 jaj =
Pm
j=1 j(
Pn
k=1 rjktk) =Pn
k=1(
Pm
j=1 jrjk)tk = 0:
Conversely, let
Pn
k=1 rjkxk = aj (1  j  m) be a system over A: Then, consider the
following diagram
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0  ! K  ! Rn
 #
0  ! A  ! E
where K is a f.g submodule of Rn generated by yj =
Pn
k=1 rjkek (1  j  m), where
fekg1kn is the standard basis ofRn; E is an injective envelope ofA and  is the inclusion
map. Now, let  : K  ! A dened as yj 7! aj ( is well-dened because if
Pm
j=1 jyj =
0 then 0 =
Pm
j=1 j(
Pn
k=1 rjkek) =
Pn
k=1(
Pm
j=1 jrjk)ek, i.e.
Pm
j=1 jrjk = 0 which,
by hypothesis leads to have 0 =
Pm
j=1 jaj =
Pm
j j (yj) =  (
Pm
j=1 jyj)). Now, E is
injective and so there is an extension  : Rn  ! E of  : We claim that f(ek)g1kn
solves the system
Pn
k=1 rjk(ek) = (
Pn
k=1 rjkek) = (yj) =  (yj) =  (yj) = aj
(1  j  m): Thus, the system is solvable in an extension E of A and hence the system is
consistent. 
Proposition 2.12 (A. Kertész [13]). An R-module A is injective if and only if every consis-
tent system of equations over A is solvable in A:
Proof. Let A be an injective R-module. Let
P
k2K
rjkxk = aj 2 A (j 2 J) be a consistent
system of equations over A and let G be the submodule of the free module F = R(K)
generated by fPk2K rjkekgj2J ; where fekgk2K is the standard basis of F: Consider the
following diagram
0  ! G  ! F
f #
A
where f : G  ! A is dened as P
k2K
rjkek 7! aj (f is well-dened). Then, there exists an
extension  : F  ! A: Let tk =  (ek) then
P
k2K
rjktk =
P
k2K
rjk (ek) =  (
P
k2K
rjkek) =
f(
P
k2K
rjkek) = aj: Thus, the system is solvable in A:
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Conversely, consider the following diagram
0  ! I  ! R
f #
A
where faj j j 2 Jg is a set of generators of the ideal I . Consider the system of equations
ajx = f(aj): This system is consistent by Proposition 2.11. So, by the hypothesis the
system is solvable in A, i.e. ajt = f(aj) for some t in A and all j 2 J . Let  : R  ! A
be dened as  (r) = rt: Then,  (aj) = ajt = f(aj) . Hence,  extends f; and A is an
injective R-module by Baer's Criterion. 
Proposition 2.13. A moduleA is absolutely pure if and only if every consistent nite system
over A is solvable in A:
Proof. Let A be an absolutely pure R-module. Then, A is pure in some injective R-module
E by Proposition 2.7. Let
nP
k=1
rjkxk = aj 2 A (1  j  m) be a nite consistent system
over A: Then, this system is over E and the system is consistent. Thus, the system is
solvable in E by Proposition 2.12. and so the system is solvabe in A since A is pure in E.
For the converse, let A be a submodule of an R-module B and let
nP
k=1
rjkxk = aj 2 A
(1  j  m) be a system over A which is solvable in B; say
nP
k=1
rjkbk = aj 2 A
(1  j  m); where bk 2 B . This nite system is consistent by Proposition 2.11. Hence,
there is ftkg1kn in A such that
nP
k=1
rjktk = aj: Therefore, A is pure in B; and so A is
absolutely pure. 
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2.2 An Analogue of Baer's Criterion
One powerful test of injectivity is Baer's Criterion. One may therefore want to have an
analogue of this for absolutely pure modules. The following proposition gives the desired
criterion.
Proposition 2.14. For an R-module A, the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) A is absolutely pure;
(ii) every homomorphism  : K  ! A in the diagram
0  ! K  ! F
 #
A
where F is free and both F and K are f.g., and  is the inclusion map, can be extended by
 : F  ! A i.e.  = :
Proof. (i) (ii) (C. Megibben [18]): Let 0  ! K  ! F  ! P  ! 0 be an exact
sequence where F is free and both F and K are f.g. Let  : K  ! A be an R-
homomorphism. Let K be generated by fa1;a2;:::; amg ; F have basis fekg1kn. Then,
there are rjk's in R such that aj =
nP
k=1
rjkek (1  j  m). Consider the system
nP
k=1
rjkxk =  (aj) (1  j  m): Now, if there exist scalars j such that
mP
j=1
jrjk = 0
for all k, then 0 =
nP
k=1
(
mP
j=1
jrjk)ek =
mP
j=1
j(
nP
k=1
rjkek) =
mP
j=1
jaj; which implies that
mP
j=1
j (aj) = 0 and hence the system is consistent by Proposition 2.11. Then, by Propo-
sition 2.13, the system is solvable in A say by (t1;t2; :::; tn); i.e
nP
k=1
rjktk =  (aj). Let
 : F  ! A be dened by (ek) = tk (1  k  n): Then, (aj) = (
nP
k=1
rjkek) =
nP
k=1
rjk(ek) =
nP
k=1
rjktk =  (aj); so  extends  ; as required.
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(ii)=)(i) Let
nP
k=1
rjkxk = aj 2 A (1  j  m) be a system of equations over A; solvable
by (c1; c2; :::; cn) in an injective envelope E of A. Now, let F = Rn with standard basis
fekg1kn and K be the submodule of F generated by bj =
nP
k=1
rjkek (1  j  m):
Dene an R-homomorphism  : K  ! A by  (bj) = aj ( is well-dened because
if
mP
j=1
jbj = 0 then 0 =
mP
j=1
j(
nP
k=1
rjkek) =
nP
k=1
(
mP
j=1
jrjk )ek, and so
mP
j=1
jrjk = 0; i.e.
0 =
nP
k=1
(
mP
j=1
jrjk)ck =
mP
j=1
j(
nP
k=1
rjkck) =
mP
j=1
jaj): Then, by the hypothesis, the diagram
0  ! K  ! F
 #
A
has an extension g : F  ! A of  : Let g(ek) = dk 2 A: Then,
nP
k=1
rjkdk =
nP
k=1
rjkg(ek) =
g(
nP
k=1
rjkek) = g(bj) =  (bj) = aj: So, the system is solvable in A and hence A is
absolutely pure by Proposition 2.13. 
Proposition 2.15. Consider the short exact sequence
0  !M 0  !M  !M 00  ! 0
where bothM 0 andM 00 are absolutely pure. Then,M is absolutely pure.
Proof. Consider the following diagram of exact sequences
0  !
0
M 0
 !
 !
K
f #
M
 !
 !
F
M 00  ! 0
where F is free and both F andK are f.g., and  is the inclusion map. Then,  : F  !M 00
exists such that  = f . So, there is a map  : F  ! M such that  =  since F is
projective. Now,   = f implies that (    f) = 0 which means that     f 2 ker
 = im  = (M 0) and hence     f maps K into (M 0). Since  is monic, there is an
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isomorphism  that maps (M 0) ontoM 0: Thus, (   f) is a homomorphism that maps
K intoM 0: Therefore, there is a homomorphism  : F  !M 0 such that  = (    f)
since M 0 is an absolutely pure module by Proposition 2.14. But  = (    f) =
    f since  = 1(M 0) which leads to have f =      = (   ) and hence
    is an extension of f . Therefore,M is absolutely pure by Proposition 2.14. 
Chapter 3
RING CHARACTERIZATIONS
In this chapter we will study some types of rings using such concepts as absolute purity,
atness and direct limit. For example, it is known that a direct sum of injective modules
is not necessarly injective, hence the question as to which rings have the property that
injectivity is closed under direct sums naturally arises. This and other similar questions are
the object of this chapter.
3.1 Noetherian and Coherent Rings
We begin with the following important class of rings.
Denition. A ring R is left noetherian if every left ideal is nitely generated.
In the following classical result, we see that the noetherianess of a ring ensures that injec-
tivity is closed under direct sums. This result is needed later.
Proposition 3.1. A ring R is left noetherian if and only if every direct sum of injective
modules is injective.
Proof. Suppose R is noetherian and let fEigi2J be a family of injective modules. Consider
the following diagram
0  ! I  ! R
# f
Ei
where I is a left ideal and f is an R-homomorphism. Then I = ha1; a2; :::; ani since R
is noetherian. Now, f(
nP
i=1
riai) =
nP
i=1
rif(ai) where each f(ai) 2 Ei has only nitely
28
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many non-zero coordinates. Hence, im f  Ei1  Ei2  :::  Eim for some m 2 N and
Ei1  Ei2  :::  Eim is injective by Theorem 1.7. Thus, there is a map g : R  !
Ei1  Ei2  ::: Eim  Ei extending f:
Assume now thatR is not left noetherian, then there is strictly ascending sequence of ideals
I1  I2  I3  :::
Let I =
1S
n=1
In and note that IIn 6= 0 for all n: Imbed IIn in an injective module
En: We claim that En is not injective. Let n : I  ! IIn be the natural map. Then
for each a 2 I; n(a) = 0 for sufciently large n; so the map f : I  ! En given by
a 7 ! (1(a); 2(a); :::; n(a); :::) has its image in En: Suppose En is injective, then
there is a map g : R  ! En extending f: Write g(1) = (xn)n2N: Choose m 2 N and
a 2 InIm: Now, m(a) 6= 0; so g(a) = f(a) has a non-zero mth coordinate m(a): But
g(a) = ag(1) = a(xn)n2N = (axn)n2N, thus m(a) = axm, so that xm 6= 0: Since m is
arbitrary, we contradicted the fact that almost all the coordinates g(a) 2 En are zeros. 
Remark. We proved that every injective module is absolutely pure module. A natural
question now arises. Is there an absolutely pure module which is not injective? We know
that a ring R is noetherian if and only if every direct sum of injective modules is injective.
So, if R is not left noetherian then not every direct sum of injective R-modules is injec-
tive. Let fEigi2J be a family of injective modules such that iEi is not injective. Using
Corollary 2.9, each Ei is absolutely pure, hence iEi is also absolutely pure by Propo-
sition 2.10. We may now ask the following question. What are the rings over which all
absolutely pure modules are injective? The following result gives the desired answer.
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Proposition 3.2. The following statements are equivalent for any ring R:
(i) R is noetherian.
(ii) An R-module A is injective if and only if it is an absolutely pure R-module.
Proof. (i) =)(ii) It is known that if A is injective then it is absolutely pure by Corollary
2.9. Conversely, letM be an absolutely pure module, and consider the following diagram
0  ! I  ! R
f #
M
where I is an ideal in R, f is an R-homomorphism, and  is the inclusion map. As R
is noetherian, I is f.g., but R is f.g. free, and so there is a map  : R  ! M such that
 = f; by Proposition 2.14: Thus,M is an injective R-module.
(ii) =) (i) By way of contradiction, assume that R is not noetherian and choose a family
fBigi2J of injective R-modules such that A =  Bi is not injective (this can be done by
Proposition 3.1). Now, A =  Bi is an absolutely pure module by Corollary 2.9 and
Proposition 2.10, and this contradicts the hypothesis (ii). Therefore, R is noetherian. 
J. M. Maranda [17] undertook a study of modules M for which the contravariant func-
tor Hom(_;M) takes maps from a restricted class of monomorphisms of R-modules to
epimorphisms in the category of abelian groups. These monomorphisms were labelled
"pure monomorphisms". Accordingly, an R-module M is said to be pure-injective if
HomR(_;M) preserves exactness in pure-exact sequences or, equivalently, if M has the
injective property with respect to pure-exact sequences. It is clear that every injective mod-
ule is pure-injective.
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We have seen above that a ring R is noetherian if and only if every absolutely pure R-
module is an injective module. Now, over arbitrary rings if we impose pure-injectivity
on absolutey pure modules, then they become injective modules. To see this, let N be
an absolutely pure and pure injective R-module. Then, every short exact sequence 0  !
N
 ! M  ! P  ! 0 is pure-exact by Proposition 2.6. Now, let 1N be the identity map
on N . Then, there is g : M  ! N such that g = 1N ; since N is pure-injective. Hence,
the sequence is split exact. It follows that N is injective by Theorem 1.9. It is now clear
that a module is injective if and only if it is both absolutely pure and pure-injective. 
Now, let us consider another important class of rings.
Denition. A ring R is left coherent if every f.g. left ideal is f.p.
Note that every left noetherian is left coherent. To see this, let R be a left noetherian ring
and let I be a f.g. left ideal. Then, we have the exact sequence
0  !ker   ! F  ! I  ! 0 where F is chosen to be f.g. free. Since R is noetherian,
ker  is f.g. being a submodule of the f.g. R-module F: Therefore, I is a f.p. left ideal and
hence R is left coherent.
Denition. If B is a right R-module, its character module B is the left R-module
HomZ(B;QZ):
Proposition 3.3. A sequence 0  ! N  !M  ! P  ! 0 of R-modules is pure-exact if
and only if 0  ! P   !M  ! N  ! 0 is split exact.
Proof. Suppose that
0  ! N  !M  ! P  ! 0
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is a pure-exact sequence. Then, for all right R-modules X; the exact sequence of abelian
groups
0  ! X 
R N  ! X 
RM  ! X 
R P  ! 0
is exact. Now QZ is an injective Z-module, so we have
0! HomZ(X 
R P;QZ)! HomZ(X 
RM;QZ)! HomZ(X 
R N;QZ)! 0
is exact. By Theorem 1.16 (Adjoint Isomorphism)
0  ! HomR(X;P )  ! HomR(X;M)  ! HomR(X;N)  ! 0
is exact. In particular, if we set X = N, then
0  ! P   !M  ! N  ! 0
is a split exact sequence.
Conversely, suppose that
0  ! P   !M  ! N  ! 0
is split exact. Then,
0  ! HomR(X;P )  ! HomR(X;M)  ! HomR(X;N)  ! 0
is exact and again by Theorem 1.16 (Adjoint Isomorphism), we will have the exact se-
quence
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0! HomZ(X
RP;QZ)! HomZ(X
RM;QZ)! HomZ(X
RN;QZ)! 0:
Then;
0  ! X 
R N  ! X 
RM  ! X 
R P  ! 0
is exact for all X since QZ is a cogenerator for abelian groups. Hence, 0  ! N  !
M  ! P  ! 0 is pure-exact. 
Lemma 3.4. Let X be a f.p. left R-module, Y an (R;S)-bimodule and Z an injective right
S-module. Then, HomS(HomR(X;Y ); Z) = HomS(Y; Z)
R X .
Proof. Let X be a f.p. left R-module i.e. there is an exact sequence
F1
 ! F0  ! X  ! 0
where F0 and F1 are f.g. free. Since HomR(_; Y ) is left exact, the sequence
0  ! HomR(X; Y )  ! HomR(F0; Y )  ! HomR(F1; Y )
is exact. HomS(_; Z) is exact since Z is injective, therefore we have a diagram
HomS(Y; Z)
R F1 ! HomS(Y; Z)
R F0 ! HomS(Y; Z)
R X !0
#  #  #  
HomS(HomR(F1; Y ); Z)!HomS(HomR(F0; Y ); Z)!HomS(HomR(X;Y ); Z)!0
where (f 
 a) : g 7! f(g(a)) whenever g 2 HomR(F1; Y ) and a 2 F1; and where  and
 are dened in the same way. The top row above is exact since the tensor functor is right
exact by Theorem 1.12. The rst two vertical maps are isomorphisms. Thus, by the Five
Lemma, the last vertical map is an isomorphism. 
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Proposition 3.5. Let 0  ! N  ! M  ! P  ! 0 be a pure-exact sequence of R-
modules and B a f.p. R-module. Then, the sequence
0  ! HomR(B;N)  ! HomR(B;M)  ! HomR(B;P )  ! 0 is pure-exact.
Proof. The sequence
0  ! P   !M  ! N  ! 0
is split exact by Proposition 3.3. Thus, the sequence
0  ! P  
R B  !M 
R B  ! N 
R B  ! 0
is also split exact. By Lemma 3.4, we have a split exact sequence
0  ! (HomR(B;P ))  ! (HomR(B;M))  ! (HomR(B;N))  ! 0:
Then,
0  ! HomR(B;N)  ! HomR(B;M)  ! HomR(B;P )  ! 0
is pure-exact by Proposition 3.3. 
Denition. A right R-module B is at if whenever f : X  ! Y is a monomorphism then
so too is 1B 
 f : B 
X  ! B 
 Y:
A fundamental characterization of atness is
Lemma 3.6 (J. Lambek [14]). A right R-module A is at if and only if A is an injective
left R-module.
Proof. We give a sketch of the proof by showing that HomR(_; HomZ(A;QZ)) is an
exact functor. We have HomR(_; HomZ(A;QZ)) naturally equivalent to
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HomZ(A
R_;QZ); the latter being the compositionHomZ(_;QZ)(A
R_), where
each of these two composed functors is exact, since QZ is an injective Z-module and A
is at. Hence, A is an injective R-module.
Conversely, if A is an injective R-module and if f : B0  ! B is monic, then, by Theorem
1.16 (Adjoint Isomorphism), we have
HomZ(A
R B;QZ)  ! HomZ(A
R B0;QZ)  ! 0
is exact. Hence, 0  ! A 
R B0  ! A 
R B is exact since QZ is a cogenerator for
abelian groups, i.e. the right R-module A is at. 
An example of a at R-module is R itself. To see this, consider the following diagram.
M
f ! N
#= #=
R
M 1
f ! R
N
where M and N are left R-modules, f is an R-monomorphism and the vertical maps are
the natural isomorphisms (Theorem 1.13). Then, 1
 f is an R-monomorphism.
In fact, free R-modules, or more generally, projective R-modules are always at. To see
this, consider the following commutative diagram
(Bi)
M
1Bi
f ! (Bi)
N
#= #=
(Bi 
M)
(1Bi
f) ! (Bi 
N)
where fBi j i 2 Ig is a family of right R-modules, N and M are left R-modules, f is an
R-monomorphism and the vertical maps are natural isomorphisms (Theorem 1.15). Now,
we can conclude that Bi is at if and only if each Bi is at. Hence, a free R-module is
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at being a direct sum of copies of R: Also, a projective R-module is at since it is a direct
summand of some free R-module.
Lemma 3.7. If B is a right R-module such that 0  ! B 
R I 1B
 ! B 
R R is an exact
sequence whenever I is a f.g. left ideal of R and  is the inclusion I  ! R; then B is at.
Proof. Every left ideal I is equal to lim ! Ik for some f.g. left ideals Ik's by Theorem 1.17
(this is simply the directed union of the nitely generated subideals of I ): Now,
0  ! B 
R Ik  ! B 
R R
is exact by the hypothesis, and so,
0  ! lim !(B 
R Ik)  ! lim !(B 
R R)
is an exact sequence by Theorem 1.18. Then,
0  ! lim !(B 
R Ik)  ! B 
R R
is exact since lim !(B 
R R) = B 
R R: Then,
0  ! B 
R lim !Ik  ! B 
R R
is exact since the functor B 
R _ preserves direct limits (Theorem 1.19). It follows that
(B 
R R)  ! (B 
R I)  ! 0
is exact which gives the exactness of
HomR(R;B
)  ! HomR(I; B)  ! 0
by the Adjoint Isomorphism. Hence, B is injective by Baer's criterion, and this shows that
B is at by Lemma 3.6. 
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An analogue of Lemma 3.6 is
Proposition 3.8 A right R-module A is at if and only if Ais an absolutely pure left R-
module.
Proof. If A is a at right R-module, then Ais an injective left R-module by Lemma 3.6
and hence absolutely pure.
For the converse, let A be an absolutely pure left R-module and let I be a f.g. left ideal.
Then, consider the exact sequence
0  ! I  ! R
where  is the inclusion map. The sequence HomR(R;A)  ! HomR(I; A)  ! 0 is
exact by Proposition 2.14 since A is an absolutely pureR-module. Now, by Theorem 1.16
(Adjoint Isomorphism), we will have the exact sequence
HomZ(A
R;QZ)  ! HomZ(A
 I;QZ)  ! 0:
Then, the sequence
0  ! A
 I  ! A
R
is exact since QZ is a cogenerator for abelian groups. Therefore, A is a at right R-
module by Lemma 3.7. 
Denition. An R-module is coat if it has the injective property relative to any exact
sequence 0  ! I  ! R  ! RI  ! 0 where I is a f.g. ideal of R:
One can consider coatness as a weak form of absolute purity, in view of Proposition 2.14.
Consequently, for each moduleM we have the following implications
M is injective =)M is absolutely pure =)M is coat.
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Lemma 3.9. If R is coherent and 0  ! N  ! M  ! P  ! 0 is pure-exact and M is
coat, then P is coat.
Proof. Recall that
0  ! HomR(I;N)  ! HomR(I;M)  ! HomR(I; P )  ! 0 ()
is exact for all f.p. ideals of R (Proposition 3.5). Thus, the sequence () is exact for all f.g.
ideals I since R is coherent. Now, let f : I  ! P be an R-homomorphism, then there is
a map  : I  ! M such that ( ) = f since () is an exact sequence. ButM is coat,
so there is a map  : R  ! M which extends  , i.e. i =  where i is the inclusion map
I  ! R. Let  : R  ! P be dened as  = : Then i = i =  = ( ) = f ,
i.e.  extends f: Hence, P is coat. 
Proposition 3.10. Let R be a left coherent ring and let M be a coat R-module. ThenM
is absolutely pure.
Proof. Let I be a f.g. ideal. Now, consider the exact sequence 0  ! I  ! R; then
HomR(R;M)  ! HomR(I;M)  ! 0 is exact, sinceM is coat. Then,
0  ! (HomR(I;M))  ! (HomR(R;M)) is exact, and hence by Lemma 3.4, we have
the exact sequence 0  ! M 
R I  ! M 
R R since I is f.p. being a f.g. ideal in
the coherent ring R. Thus,M is at by Lemma 3.7, and this leadsM to be injective by
Lemma 3.6. Now, dene a homomorphism M : M  ! M by (M(m))(f) = f(m)
for each m 2 M and f 2 M: M is monic since QZ is a cogenerator. Consider the
homomorphisms (M) : M  ! M dened as (M)(h) = hM for all h 2 M;
and M : M  ! M dened in the same way as M : Then, M(g) : M  ! QZ
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where g 2M given by (M(g))(f) = f(g) for all f 2M: Hence, ((M) M)(g) =
(M)
(M(g)) = M(g)  M and, for each m 2 M; f((M)  M)(g)g (m) =
M(g)(M(m)) = M(m)(g) = g(m): Hence, ((M)  M)(g) = g and so (M) 
M = 1M : Thus,M is a direct summand ofM; i.e. 0  ! ker(M)  !M
(M )

 !
M  ! 0 is split exact. It follows that 0  ! M  ! M  ! K  ! 0 is pure-exact for
some R-module K by Proposition 3.3. Thus, M is pure in M (an injective R-module).
Therefore,M is absolutely pure. 
Denition. If 0  ! N  ! M  ! P  ! 0 is a pure-exact sequence of R-modules then
P is said to be a pure quotient ofM:
Proposition 3.11. If R is a left coherent ring, then pure quotients of absolutely pure mod-
ules are absolutely pure.
Proof. Let P be a pure quotient of an absolutely pureR-moduleM i.e. there is a pure-exact
sequence
0  ! N  !M  ! P  ! 0:
M is absolutely pure implies thatM is coat, and so P is coat by Lemma 3.9. Hence, P
is absolutely pure by Proposition 3.10. 
Corollary 3.12. If R is a left coherent ring and A is a pure submodule of an injective
module Q, then the quotient QA is an absolutely pure module.
Proof. Let A be a pure submodule of an injective R-module Q: Then, the sequence
0  ! A  ! Q  ! QA  ! 0
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is pure-exact. Hence, by Proposition 3.11, Q=A is absolutely pure being a pure quotient of
Q. 
Recall that if

Fi; 
j
i
	
is a direct system of R-modules and if j : Fj  ! Fi is the
canonical injection map, then FiS, where S is the submodule of Fi generated by
j
j
i (ai)  i(ai) (ai 2 Fi and i  j); is a direct limit lim !Fi:
Lemma 3.13. With above notation, let x 2 i2IFi with x = (xi)i2I : Then x 2 S if and
only if there is k 2 I with k  i for each i 2 support(x) andPi ki (xi) = 0: Moreover, S
is pure in i2IFi:
Proof. Let x 2 S; then x is a nite R-linear combination of elements 1; 2; :::; n in S
of form t = (:::; 0; ati; 0; :::; 0; ji (ati); 0; :::) in i2IFi: Let k 2 I such that k  j for
all j 2 Snt=1 support(t). Put t = (ti)i2I ; then Pi ki (ti) = ki ( ati) + kjji (ati) =
ki ( ati) + ki (ati) = 0: There are r1; :::; rn 2 R such that x = r11 + ::: + rnn; soP
i 
k
i (xi) =
P
i 
k
i (
P
t rt
t
i) =
P
t rt(
P
i 
k
i (
t
i)) = 0 as required.
For the converse, write x = (:::; xi1 ; 0; :::; xin ; 0; :::) (so that support(x)  fi1; :::; ing) and
let k 2 I such that k  i1; :::; in with
Pn
t=1 
k
it(xit) = 0: Then,
x = (:::; 0; xi1 ; 0; :::; 0; ki1(xi1); 0; :::) + ::: + (:::; 0; xin ; 0; :::; 0; kin(xin); 0; :::) 2 S:
We next prove that S is a pure submodule of 
i2I
Fi. Let
P
k2K rhkxk = ah (h 2 H)
where ah 2 S; be a nite system of equations over S; solvable in 
i2I
Fi by fmkgk2K , say.
By the rst part, there exists for each h 2 H; Nh 2 I such that Nh  j for all j 2
support(ah) and
P
i 
Nh
i (ah(i)) = 0: Let T = (
S
k2K support(mk))
S fNhgh2H and let
N  j for all j 2 T . Then, if we dene k 2 
i2I
Fi by k = mk  
P
i N
N
i (mk(i));
we obtain k =
P
i(i(mk(i))   NNi (mk(i))); so that k 2 S (k 2 K): Also, for each
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h 2 H;P
k
rhkk =
P
k
rhkmk  
P
k
P
i
N
N
i (rhkmk(i)) = ah  
P
i
N
N
i (
P
k
rhkmk(i)) =
ah  
P
i
N
N
i (ah(i)) = ah   NNNh(
P
i
Nhi (ah(i))) = ah: This proves that the nite
system of equations is solvable in S, and hence S is pure in 
i2I
Fi: 
Lemma 3.14. For an R-module P , the following statements are equivalent.
(i) P is f.p.
(ii) For every direct system fXigi2I of R-modules and for every R-homomorphism
 : P  ! lim ! Xi, there exists an R-homomorphism  : P  ! Xj for some j 2 I
such that j = ;where j : Xj  ! lim ! Xi is the canonical homomorphism.
Proof. (i)=)(ii) Using Lemma 3.13 and its notation, we obtain a pure-exact sequence
0  ! S  ! i2IXi  ! lim !Xi  ! 0
where ((xi)i2I) = (xi)i2I + S. For each j 2 I; let j : Xi  ! i2IXi be the injection
map, so that j = j is the canonical homomorphism Xj  ! lim !Xi: Let P be f.p.
with generating set fp1; p2; :::; png and let g : P  ! lim !Xi be an R-homomorphism.
By Proposition 3.5, there is an R-homomorphism h : P  ! i2IXi such that h = g:
Let T =
nS
k=1
support(h(pk)); j  i for all i 2 T (this is possible as I is directed), and
let j : i2IXi  ! Xj be the homomorphism j((xi)i2I) =
P
i2T
ji (xi): We have for all
x 2 h(P ); jj(x) = jj(x) = j(
P
i2T
ji (xi)) =
P
i2I
j(xi) = (
P
i2I
i(xi)) = (x); i.e.
for all p 2 P; jjh(p) = h(p) = g(p): This implies g = jjh; i.e. the map g can be
factored through Xj as the following diagram shows
P
g ! lim !Xi
jh& % j
Xj
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(ii)=)(i) By Theorem 1.17, X = lim ! Xi for some direct system fXigi2I of f.p. R-
modules. Let  : X  ! X be the identity map, then there is an R-homomorphism
 : X  ! Xj for some j 2 I such that j =  where j : Xj  ! lim ! Xi is the
canonical map. This means thatX is a direct summand ofXj , and there exists anR-module
B such that X  B = Xj . Both X and B are f.g. since Xj is f.g. The exact sequence of
R-modules 0  ! H  ! F  ! X  ! 0 where F is f.g. free,  is the inclusion and  is
the canonical epimorphism, induces the sequence 0  ! H h ! F B f !X B  ! 0,
where h(a) = (a; 0) for all a 2 H and f(a; b) = ((a); b) for all (a; b) 2 F B: It is easy
to check that this is an exact sequence. Since X  B is f.p. and F  B is f.g., it follows
that H is f.g. This shows that X is f.p. 
Lemma 3.15. Let X f ! Y g ! Z  ! ZT be the zero map, where f; g;  are homo-
morphisms and X; Y; Z are modules, T a submodule of Z, and  the natural epimorphism.
Then, the composition gf factors over T:
Proof. We show that we have a commutative diagram
X
f ! Y
 # # g
0  ! T  ! Z  ! ZT  ! 0
for some  , where  is the inclusion map. Let  : X  ! T be the map dened by
(x) = gf(x) for each x 2 X:We need only check that gf(x) 2 T: But gf(x) = 0, i.e.
gf(x) 2 ker = T , as required. 
Proposition 3.16 (B. Stenström [21]). A ring R is a left coherent ring if and only if every
direct limit of absolutely pure R-modules is absolutely pure.
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Proof. Let R be left coherent and let fFigi2I be a direct system of absolutely pure R-
modules. By Lemma 3.13 lim !Fi is a pure quotient of the absolutely pure module i2IFi:
Therefore, lim ! Fi is an absolutely pure R-module by Proposition 3.11.
For the converse, let L be a f.g. submodule of a f.g. free R-module F and let  : L  !
lim !Mi be a homomorphism where

Mi;  
j
i
	
is a direct system of R-modules. Choose a
direct family of injective modules E(Mi)  Mi. Since lim !E(Mi) is absolutely pure, 
extends to a homomorphism  : F  ! lim !E(Mi) as the following diagram shows
0  ! L  ! F
 #  #
0  ! lim !Mi
" ! lim !E(Mi)
where  is the inclusion and " is the map induced by lim ! on the inclusions 0  ! Mi  !
E(Mi). By Lemma 3.14  factors over some E(Mj), i.e. there is a map h : F  ! E(Mj)
such that jh =  (where j : E(Mj)  ! lim !E(Mi) is the canonical map). Consider the
diagram ()
0  ! L  ! F h ! E(Mj) j ! E(Mj)Mj
#  &  # j # fj
0  ! lim !Mi
" ! lim !E(Mi)
 ! lim !(E(Mi)Mi)  ! 0
where the bottom row is exact, and where fj is induced by the commutative diagram of
exact rows
0  ! Mj  ! E(Mj) j ! E(Mj)Mj  ! 0
#  j # j # fj
0  ! lim !Mi
" ! lim !E(Mi)
 ! lim !(E(Mi)Mi)  ! 0:
We claim that fjjh = 0:This is so because fjjh = jh =  = " = 0.
This shows that the composition L  ! E(Mj)  ! E(Mj)Mj goes to zero in the direct
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limit. Since L is f.g. there exists j0 > j in I such that L  ! E(Mj0)  ! E(Mj0)Mj0
is the zero map by Theorem 1.20. Then, L  ! E(Mj0) factors overMj0 by Lemma 3.15.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that j = j0, so that the above diagram ()
together with this factoring property becomes
Mj
 % &
0  ! L  ! F h ! E(Mj)
 # #  . j
0  ! lim !Mi
" ! lim !E(Mi)
for some map  : L  ! Mj . It is clear that " =  = jh = j = " j and so
 =  j since " is monic, which shows that  : L  ! lim !Mi factors overMj . Hence, L
is f.p. by Lemma 3.14. 
Remark. If B is a right R-module and I is a left ideal, then
BI = fP bjij j bj 2 B; ij 2 Ig is a subgroup of B: If B is at then the natural map f :
B 
 I  ! B 
R is monic. So, the composition B 
 I f ! B 
R g ! B, where g is the
natural isomorphism, is monic. Clearly imgf = BI , so b
 i 7 ! bi is an isomorphism.
Lemma 3.17. A module V is at if and only if for every relation
nP
j=1
vjaj = 0 (vj 2 V; aj 2 R);
there exist elements u1; u2; :::; um 2 V and elements cij 2 R (i = 1; :::;m, j = 1; :::; n)
such that
nP
j=1
cijaj = 0 (i = 1; :::;m)
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and
mP
i=1
uicij = vj (j = 1; :::; n)
Proof. Suppose that V is at and
Pn
j=1 vjaj = 0: Let I =
Pn
j=1Raj (f.g. left ideal) and
consider the free left R-module F = nj=1Rxj with basis fx1; :::; xng and the short exact
sequence
0  ! K  ! F f ! I  ! 0
where f(xj) = aj (j = 1; :::; n), K = ker f , and  is the inclusion map. Then,
(1
 f)(Pnj=1 vj 
 xj) =Pnj=1 vj 
 f(xj) =Pnj=1 vj 
 aj = 0 sincePnj=1 vjaj = 0 by
hypothesis and the isomorphism given in the above remark. Now, the sequence
0  ! V 
K 1
 ! V 
 F 1
f ! V 
 I  ! 0
is exact since V is at. But
P
j vj 
 xj 2 ker (1 
 f) = im (1 
 ): Thus, there exist
ui 2 V and ki 2 K (1  i  m) such that
Pm
i=1 ui 
 ki =
Pn
j=1 vj 
 xj: For each ki 2 F;
ki =
Pn
j=1 cijxj (i = 1; :::;m) for some cij 2 R, so that
nP
j=1
cijaj =
nP
j=1
cijf(xj) = f(
nP
j=1
cijxj) = f(ki) = 0 (i = 1; :::;m):
Moreover, this also gives
nP
j=1
(vj 
 xj) =
mP
i=1
(ui 
 ki) =
mP
i=1
(ui 
 (
nP
j=1
cijxj)) =
nP
j=1
((
mP
i=1
uicij)
 xj):
Since the xj 's form a basis of F , and
Pn
j=1 vj 
 xj 2 V 
F; this implies
Pm
i=1 uicij = vj
(j = 1; :::; n):
For the converse, consider the following commutative diagram
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V 
 I 1
 ! V 
R
#  #  
V I
 ! V
where I is a f.g. left ideal of R,  is the inclusion I  ! R,  is the natural isomorphism,
 is the inclusion and the map  is dened as (
P
j vj 
 aj) =
P
j vjaj (j = 1; :::; n):
Now, let (
P
j vj 
 aj) = 0 then
P
j vjaj = 0, and so, by hypothesis, there exist ui 2 V
and cij 2 R such that
Pn
j=1 cijaj = 0 (i = 1; :::;m); and
Pm
i=1 uicij = vj (j = 1; :::; n):
Thus,
Pn
j=1 vj 
 aj =
Pn
j=1(
Pm
i=1 uicij) 
 aj =
Pm
i=1 ui 
 (
Pn
j=1 cijaj) = 0 and hence
 is monic. Therefore,   1 is monic and so V is at by Lemma 3.7. 
Lemma 3.18. Let F be at and 0  ! K  ! F f ! B  ! 0 be an exact sequence of
right R-modules where K = ker f . Then, B is at if and only if K \ FI = KI for every
f.g. left ideal I:
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram
K 
 I  ! F 
 I f
1I ! B 
 I  ! 0
 #  #  #
0  ! K \ FI  ! FI f jFI ! BI
where  is dened by
Pn
j=1 bj 
 aj 7!
Pn
j=1 bjaj; for bj 2 B and aj 2 I and where  and
 are dened similarly (note that KI  K \ FI). The two rows are easily veried to be
exact. Using diagram chasing one can prove that  is monic iff  is epic iffKI = K \FI:
Suppose that B is at, then  is an isomorphism (this can be shown in the same way as 
in the proof of Lemma 3.17). By the above part KI = K \ FI .
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For the converse, letKI = K\FI for all f.g. left ideals ofR: Then, consider the following
commutative diagram
B 
 I 1B
i ! B 
R
#  # 
BI
 ! B
where i is the inclusion map,  is the natural isomorphism, and  is dened as above.  is
epic by the rst part and therefore  is monic. Hence, 1B 
 i : B 
 I  ! B 
R is monic
and this leads B to be at by Lemma 3.7. 
In Proposition 2.6, an R-module N is absolutely pure module if and only if every short
exact sequence with rst termN is pure-exact. There is a dual result of this for at modules
in the following sense.
An R-module F is at if and only if every short exact sequence with third term F is pure.
To see this, let F be a at R-module and 0  ! A  ! B  ! F  ! 0 () be an
exact sequence of R-modules. Then, F  is injective by Lemma 3.6. Thus, the dual exact
sequence 0  ! F   ! B  ! A  ! 0 is split by Theorem 1.9 and hence the sequence
() is pure-exact by Proposition 3.3.
For the converse, let 0  ! A  ! B  ! F  ! 0 be an exact sequence where B is
a free R-module. Then, by hypothesis, this sequence is pure and so the dual sequence
0  ! F   ! B  ! A  ! 0 splits by Proposition 3.3. By Lemma 3.6, B is injective
and hence F  is injective, and so F is at by Lemma 3.6 again.
Proposition 3.19 (S. U. Chase [2]). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) The ring R is left coherent.
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(ii) Every direct product of at right R-modules is at.
(iii) RA is at (as a right R-module) for any set A:
Proof. (i)=)(ii) First let us prove that (R(B))A is at for all setsA andB. Let vj 2 (R(B))A
and aj 2 R with
Pn
j=1 vjaj = 0: Let F be the free left R-module with basis x1; x2; :::; xn:
Then,
0  ! kerf  ! F f !
nP
j=1
Raj  ! 0
is an exact sequence where f(xj) = aj (j = 1; :::; n ) and
Pn
j=1Raj is a left ideal with
generators a1; :::; an. Since R is left coherent we can write K = kerf =
Pm
i=1Rki
where ki =
Pn
j=1 cijxj and
Pn
j=1 cijaj =
Pn
j=1 cijf(xj) = f(
Pn
j=1 cijxj) = f(ki) =
0: Now, observe that for  2 A and  2 B we have Pnj=1[vj()]()xj 2 K (since
f(
Pn
j=1[vj()]()xj) =
Pn
j=1[vj()]()f(xj) =
Pn
j=1[vj()]()aj =Pn
j=1[vjaj()]() = [(
Pn
j=1 vjaj)()]() = 0, where vj() is the  coordinate of j
and [vj()]() is the  coordinate of vj() ). Thus, we may choose bi 2 R such that
bi = 0 whenever [vj()]() = 0 (j = 1; :::; n) and
Pn
j=1[vj()]()xj =
Pm
i=1 biki
since the k0is are the generators of K: Now, dene u1; :::; um 2 (R(B))A by [ui()]() =
bi ( 2 A;  2 B; i = 1; :::;m) so that
Pn
j=1[vj()]()xj =
Pm
i=1[ui()]()ki =Pm
i=1[ui()]()(
Pn
j=1 cijxj) =
Pn
j=1(
Pm
i=1[ui()]()cij)xj or, equivalently,
mP
i=1
uicij = vj (j = 1; :::; n)
Thus, (R(B))A is at by Lemma 3.17. Now, suppose that fVg2A is a family of at
modules and choose B to be a set such that the free right modules F = R(B) map onto V
( 2 A): Then,
0  ! K  ! F g ! V  ! 0
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is exact for all  2 A. Then, we have an exact sequence
0  !QK  !QF  !QV  ! 0
where
Q
A F = (R
(B))A is at. Now, let I be a f.g. left ideal in R: Then,
(
Q
A
K)I =
Q
A
(KI) =
Q
A
(K \ FI) = (
Q
A
K) \ (
Q
A
(FI)) = (
Q
A
K) \ (
Q
A
F)I
since KI = K \ FI by Lemma 3.18. Then,
Q
A V is at again by Lemma 3.18.
(ii)=)(iii) is obvious.
(iii)=)(i) Suppose I is a f.g. left ideal of R: Then, we have an exact sequence 0  !
kerf  ! F f ! I  ! 0 where F is a free module with a basis fx1; :::; xng ; say.
Let aj = f(xj) (j = 1; :::; n) and let K = ker f . Now, dene v1; v2; :::; vn 2 RK by
k = k(v1)x1 + k(v2)x2 + ::: + k(vn)xn (k 2 K), where k is the canonical pro-
jection. Then, 0 = f(k) =
Pn
j=1 k(vj)f(xj) =
Pn
j=1 k(vj)aj = k(
Pn
j=1 vjaj) for
all k 2 K; and so Pnj=1 vjaj = 0. By the hypothesis RK is at since R is at and
hence by Lemma 3.17 there exist u1; :::; um 2 RK and cij 2 R with
Pn
j=1 cijaj = 0
(i = 1; :::;m) and
Pm
i=1 uicij = vj (j = 1; :::; n): Dene ki =
Pn
j=1 cijxj ( i = 1; :::;m);
then f(ki) = f(
Pn
j=1 cijxj) =
Pn
j=1 cijf(xj) =
Pn
j=1 cijaj = 0 and hence ki 2 K =
kerf . Now, k =
Pn
j=1 k(vj)xj =
Pn
j=1 k(
Pm
i=1 uicij)xj =
Pm
i=1
Pn
j=1 k(ui)cijxj =Pm
i=1 k(ui)(
Pn
j=1 cijxj) =
Pm
i=1 k(ui)ki. Thus,K is f.g. and henceR is left coherent.
We say that a module A is simple if A 6= 0 and A has no proper submodules and that A is
semisimple if it is a direct sum of simple modules. A ring R is left semisimple if, as a left
R-module, it is semisimple.
For a semisimple ring, we have the following characterization:
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A ring R is semisimple if and only if every left R-module is injective (see J. Rotman [20]).
Since absolute purity is weaker than injectivity, a natural question arises: What are the
rings all of whose modules are absolutely pure? To answer this, we state the following
Denition. A ringR is von Neumann regular if, for each a 2 R, there is an element a0 2 R
with aa0a = a:
Lemma 3.20. If R is von Neumann regular then every f.g. left ideal is principal, generated
by an idempotent (i.e. an element e with e2 = e )
Proof. First we show that every principal left ideal is generated by an idempotent. Let
a 2 R; then there is an element a0 2 R such that aa0a = a; and so a0aa0a = a0a. It
follows that e = a0a is an idempotent. Moreover, Ra = Re since a = aa0a 2 Re and
e = a0a 2 Ra: Now, without loss of generality, to show that every f.g. ideal is principal, it
sufces to show that Ra + Rb is principal for any a; b 2 R. Let e = a0a, where aa0a = a:
Then,Ra = Re and b = be+b(1 e) 2 Re+Rb(1 e), soRa+Rb  Re+Rb(1 e). For
the other inclusion, let x 2Re+Rb(1 e) then, x = re+sb(1 e) for some r; s 2 R. Thus,
x = ta+sb(1 e) for some t 2 R since Re = Ra and so x = ta+sb sbe = ta+sb+a
for some  2 R since Re = Ra. Therefore, x = (t + )a + sb 2 Ra + Rb. Now, there
is an idempotent f such that Rb(1   e) = Rf since Rb(1   e) is principal; moreover,
f = r1b(1   e) for some r1 2 R: It follows that fe = r1b(1   e)e = 0: Now dene
g = (1   e)f: Then, ge = 0 = eg, and g2 = (1   e)f(1   e)f = (1   e)(f   fe)f =
(1  e)f 2 = (1  e)f = g so that g is an idempotent. Also, Rg  Rf and Rf  Rg (since
f = r1b(1 e) implies f 2 = r1b(1 e)f , i.e f = f 2 = r1bg 2 Rg ). Therefore, Ra+Rb =
Re + Rb(1   e) = Re + Rf = Re + Rg: It is clear that Re + Rg  R(e + g) and that
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for all v; u 2 R, ve + ug = ve2 + ug2 = (ve + ug)(e + g) 2 R(e + g) as ge = 0 = eg.
Consequently, Ra+Rb = R(e+ g): 
We note that every division ring and, more generally, every semisimple ring is von Neu-
mann regular.
Proposition 3.21. A ring R is von Neumann regular if and only if every right R-module is
at.
Proof. LetB be a rightR-module and 0  ! K  ! F  ! B  ! 0 be an exact sequence,
where F is free. Then it is enough to show that Ka  K \Fa since the other inclusion
is obvious. Let x 2 K \ Fa then x = k = fa = faa0a = ka0a 2 Ka for some k 2 K;
a0 2 R; and f 2 F: Therefore, B is at by Lemma 3.18.
Conversely, let 0  ! aR  ! R  ! RaR  ! 0 be an exact sequence. Then, by
hypothesisRaR is a at rightR-module, and for any f.g left ideal I; (aR)I = aR\RI =
aR \ I: Thus, aI = aR \ I: In particular, let I = Ra: Then aRa = aR \ Ra, but since
a 2 aR \ Ra; we get a 2 aRa; i.e. there is a0 2 R such that aa0a = a: Hence, R is von
Neumann regular. 
Proposition 3.22. A ring R is von Neumann regular if and only if every right R-module is
absolutely pure.
Proof. Let A be an R-module. Then, by Proposition 3.21, A is at and so A is an
injective R-module by Lemma 3.6. In Proposition 3.10, we showed that A is pure in
Aand hence A is absolutely pure by Proposition 2.7.
Conversely, let f : A0  ! A be a monic map. Then, the short exact sequence
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0  ! A0 f ! A  ! Aim f  ! 0;
is pure-exact by Proposition 2.6 since A0 is absolutely pure by hypothesis: Thus, the se-
quence
0  ! B 
R A0 1B
f ! B 
R A  ! B 
R (Aim f)  ! 0;
is exact for all right R-modules B . In particular, the map 1B 
 f is monic, i.e. B is a at
R-module. Therefore, R is von Neumann regular by Proposition 3.21. 
The following proposition gives an important relationship between atness and absolute
purity.
Proposition 3.23. Let A be a module over a coherent ring R: Then, the character module
A is at if and only if A is absolutely pure.
Proof. Let A be a at R-module. Then, A is injective by Proposition 3.6. In Proposition
3.10, we have A pure in A and hence A is absolutely pure.
Conversely, let I be a f.g. left ideal and consider the exact sequence 0  ! I  ! R: Then,
HomR(R;A)  ! HomR(I; A)  ! 0
is an exact sequence with A absolutely pure by Proposition 2.14, and so
0  ! (HomR(I; A))  ! (HomR(R;A))
is exact. Now, I is f.p. since R is a left coherent ring and so we have an exact sequence
0  ! A 
R I  ! A 
R R , by Lemma 3.4. Thus, A is at by Lemma 3.7. 
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One implication of Proposition 3.23 can be generalized as follows for commutative rings.
Proposition 3.24. Let A be an absolutely pure module over a commutative coherent ring
R. Then, HomR(A;H) is at for every injective R-module H:
Proof. First note thatHomR(A;H) has a structure of an R-module. Let I be a f.g. ideal of
R and let A be an absolutely pure R-module. Then, the exact sequence
0  ! I  ! R
induces an exact sequence
HomR(R;A)  ! HomR(I; A)  ! 0
by Proposition 3.17. Now, HomR(_; H) is a left exact functor and so, the sequence
0  ! HomR(HomR(I; A); H)  ! HomR(HomR(R;A); H)
is exact. I is f.p. (as R is coherent), so we have the exact sequence
0  ! HomR(A;H)
R I  ! HomR(A;H)
R R
by Lemma 3.4. Hence, HomR(A;H) is at by Lemma 3.7. 
Proposition 3.25. If R is a commutative coherent ring, then E 
R A is absolutely pure
whenever E is at and A is absolutely pure.
Proof. Observe that E 
R A has the structure of an R-module. By Theorem 1.16 (Adjoint
Isomorphism), we have the following identity:
(E 
R A) = HomZ(E 
R A;QZ) = HomR(A;HomZ(E;QZ)) = HomR(A;E):
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Now, E is at implies that E is injective by Lemma 3.6. Hence, HomR(A;E) is at by
Proposition 3.24 since R is coherent. So, (E 
R A) is at by using the above identity.
Therefore, E 
R A is absolutely pure by Proposition 3.23. 
3.2 Semihereditary Rings
It is well-known that a ring is hereditary if and only if quotients of injective modules are
injective. The question as to which rings have quotients of absolutely pure modules ab-
solutely pure is therefore worthwhile. To discuss this, we begin with the following
Denition. A ring R is left semihereditary if every f.g. left ideal is projective. A commu-
tative semihereditary domain is called a Prüfer ring.
We remark that every von Neumann regular is left and right semihereditary. Also, left
semihereditary rings are left coherent since f.g. projectives are always f.p.
Lemma 3.26. If R is left semihereditary, then every f.g. submodule A of a free R-module
F is isomorphic to a direct sum of nitely many f.g. left ideals.
Proof. Let F have basis fxk j k 2 Kg and let A  F = 
k2K
Rxk. Now, if A =
Pm
i=1Rai;
then each ai is a linear combination of nitely many xk's. We may therefore assume that
F is free with basis fx1; x2; :::; xng :We use an induction on n. If n = 1, F is isomorphic
to R and hence A is isomorphic to a f.g. ideal of R. Now, for n > 1; let us assume that
every module contained inRx1 :::Rxn 1 is isomorphic to a direct sum of nitely many
f.g. left ideals. Let A be a f.g. submodule of Rx1 :::  Rxn and let B = A \ (Rx1 
:::  Rxn 1): For each a 2 A we have unique b 2 Rx1  :::  Rxn 1 and r 2 R such
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that a = b + rxn. Let  : A  ! R be a map given by a 7 ! r; then  is a well-dened
R-homomorphism (by uniqueness of b 2 Rx1  :::  Rxn 1 and r 2 R for each a in A).
Then, we have the following exact sequence
0  ! B  ! A  ! I  ! 0;
where I = im is a f.g. ideal of R, since I is a homomorphic image of a f.g. R-module:
I is projective since R is semihereditary. Thus, the sequence splits, and A = B  I: Now,
B  Rx1 :::Rxn 1 and so by the inductive hypothesis, B is isomorphic to a direct sum
of nitely many f.g. ideals. Hence, A is also isomorphic to a direct sum of nitely many
f.g. ideals. 
Lemma 3.27. A ring R is left semihereditary if and only if every f.g. submodule of a
projective module is projective.
Proof. Let A be a f.g. submodule of a projective module P: Then, F = P K for some
free R-module F since P is projective (using Theorem 1.5). Thus, we may assume that A
is a f.g. submodule of a free module. By Lemma 3.26, A is a nite direct sum of f.g. ideals,
each of which is projective since R is semihereditary. Hence, A is projective.
Conversely, if I is f.g. left ideal, then I is projective since R itself is projective. 
Lemma 3.28. A module P is projective if and only if every diagram
P
#
Q  ! Q00  ! 0
with Q injective can be completed to a commutative diagram.
Proof. If P is projective, then the diagram can clearly be completed.
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For the converse, consider the diagram
P
 #
A
 ! A00  ! 0
where the row is an exact sequence. Our desire is to show that there is a homomorphism
P  ! A making the diagram commute. Let Q be an injective envelope of A. Then, we
can extend the diagram into
P
 #
0  ! A0 i ! A  ! A00  ! 0
# 1 #  # 
0  ! A0 i ! Q  ! Q00  ! 0
where i and  are inclusion maps, Q00 = coker i;  is the natural map, and  exists by
diagram chasing as follows: let a00 2 A00 then there is a 2 A such that (a) = a00 and so
(a) 2 Q00:Dene  : A00  ! Q00 by a00 7! (a);where (a) = a00. It can be shown that
 is a well-dened homomorphism. Consider the homomorphism  : P  ! Q00. Then,
by hypothesis there is a homomorphism  : P  ! Q: Now, it can be shown that im 
im, which leads to have a homomorphism P  ! A: Therefore, P is projective. 
Recall that a ring R is left hereditary if every left ideal is projective. A characterization of
these rings (due to Cartan and Eilenberg) is the following
A ringR is left hereditary if and only if every submodule of a projective module is projective
if and only if every quotient of an injective module is injective.
An analogue of this is
Proposition 3.29 (C. Megibben [18]). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) R is left semihereditary.
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(ii) Every f.g. submodule of a projective module is projective.
(iii) Every quotient of an absolutely pure module is absolutely pure.
Proof. (i)()(ii) follows by Lemma 3.27.
(i)=) (iii) Suppose that R is left semihereditary. Then, consider the diagram
0  ! I  ! R
# f
M
h ! M 00  ! 0
where the rows are exact sequences of left R-modules,  is the inclusion map, and M
is an absolutely pure module. Let I be a f.g. left ideal and let f : I  ! M 00 be an
R-homomorphism. Then, I is projective since R is semihereditary and so there is a ho-
momorphism g : I  ! M such that hg = f: ButM is absolutely pure and so there is an
extension  : R  !M such that  = g . Thus, h : R  !M 00 is a homomorphism such
that h = hg = f: Therefore,M 00 is coat and hence it is absolutely pure by Proposition
3.10 since every left semihereditary ring is left coherent.
(iii)=)(i) Let I be a f.g. left ideal. Then, consider the diagram
0  ! I  ! R
# f
Q
h ! Q00  ! 0
where the rows are exact sequences and  is the inclusion map. If Q is injective then it
is absolutely pure by Corollary 2.9, and so Q00 is absolutely pure by hypothesis. Hence,
there is an extension  : R  ! Q00 with   = f by Proposition 2.14. But R is projective
and hence there is a homomorphism  : R  ! Q such that h =  : Thus, there is a
homomorphism  : I  ! Q satisfying h =   = f: Therefore, I is projective by
Lemma 3.28. Hence, R is left semihereditary. 
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We now end this section by proving further characterizations of semihereditary rings using
absolute purity. (See L. Fuchs and L. Salce [11].)
Proposition 3.30. For any ring R; the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Every module contains a unique maximal absolutely pure submodule.
(ii) The sum of any family of absolutely pure submodules of anR-module is absolutely
pure.
(iii) The quotient of an absolutely pure module is absolutely pure.
(iv) R is a left semihereditary ring.
Proof. (i)=) (ii) Let fMig be the family of all a. p. submodules of an R-moduleM: Then,P
Mi has a unique maximal absolutely pure submoduleM0 by hypothesis. Fix j 2 I and
let F be the family of all a.p. submodules ofPMi containing Mj and partial order it by
inclusion. F 6=  and if C is a chain fXtgt2T of modules in F , then
S
t2T
Xt is a submodule
of
P
Mi containing Mj and also a.p., so
S
t2T
Xt is an upper bound for C in F . By Zorn's
Lemma,F has a maximal memberM 0: So by uniquenessM 0 =M0: This meansMj M0.
Similarly allMi M0; so
P
Mi M0 i.e. M0 =
P
Mi:
(ii)=) (i) Let M be an R-module and let fMig be the family of all absolutely pure sub-
modules of M then ( fMig ; ) is a partially ordered set. Let S = fMjg be a chain of
absolutely pure submodules ofM . Then this chain has
S
j
Mj as an upper bound in fMig.
Thus, fMig contains a maximal element by Zorn's Lemma. Now let us show the unique-
ness, letM1 andM2 be two maximal absolutely pure submodules ofM: Then,M1+M2 is
an absolutely pure submodule contained in M and containing M1: By maximality of M1;
we haveM1 +M2 =M1: Similarly,M1 +M2 =M2: Thus,M1 =M2:
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(ii)=) (iii) LetM be an absolutely pure module, N a submodule ofM: Dene H =M 
M ,K = f(n; n) j n 2 Ng : Then,K is a submodule ofH . LetM1 = f(x; 0) +K j x 2Mg ;
M2 = f(0; y) +K j y 2Mg ; then M1;M2 are submodules of HK: Now, it can be
shown that HK = M1 + M2 and M1 \ M2 = f(x; 0) +K j x 2 Ng : Now, dene
f :M  !M1 by f(x) = (x; 0) +K: Then, f is an isomorphism: it is clear that f is epic,
f is monic because if f(x) = 0 then (x; 0) +K = 0M1 implies (x; 0) 2 K leads to have
x = 0. Therefore,M = M1 and similarlyM = M2:Hence, bothM1 andM2 are absolutely
pure modules. Also, f(N) = f(x; 0) +K j x 2 Ng =M1\M2 = N: HK is absolutely
pure being the sum of the two absolutely pure modules M1 and M2: Also, M = M2 and
N = M1 \M2:We have thereforeMN = M2(M1 \M2) = (M1 +M2)=M1
by using the Second Isomorphism Theorem. But M1 +M2 = HK, so that MN =
(HK)M1: Dene a map  : (MM)K  !M1 as ((x; y)+K) = (x y; 0)+K.
Let us prove that  is well-dened. If (x1; y1)+K = (x2; y2)+K; then (x1 x2; y1 y2) 2
K and so x1 x2 = y1 y2 2M; i.e. x1 y1 = x2 y2: So, (x1 y1; 0)+K = (x2 y2; 0)+
K, as required: Let  : M1  ! (M M)K be given by ((x; 0) +K) = (x; 0) +K:
Then,  is easily shown to be the identity map onM1; and soM1 is a direct summand of
(M M)K which is absolutely pure. Therefore,MN = (HK)M1 is absolutely
pure.
(iii)=) (ii) Let fMigi2I be a family of absolutely pure submodules of an R-module M:
Then, i2IMi is absolutely pure. Dene  : i2IMi  !
P
Mi as  ((mi)i2I) =
P
i2I
mi:
Then  is an epimorphism, and so,
P
Mi is a quotient of the absolutely pure moduleMi:
Hence,
P
Mi is absolutely pure by the hypothesis.
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(iii)() (iv) Follows directly from Proposition 3.29. 
Chapter 4
n-ABSOLUTELY PURE MODULES AND
RELATED CONCEPTS
In this chapter, we discuss generalizations, introduced by S. B. Lee [15], of absolute purity,
atness, as well as coherence of rings. We should mention that coherence has been gener-
alized, in various other ways, by several authors, for example D. L. Costa [6], J. Chen and
N. Ding [3], and J. Dauns [7,8].
A concept used frequently in this chapter is the long exact sequence of Ext. For the sake of
completeness, we rst recall the following denitions and results (see J. Rotman [20]).
Denition. A complex (or a chain complex) A is a sequence of modules and homomor-
phisms
A = :::  ! An+1 dn+1 ! An dn ! An 1 dn 1 ! :::; n 2 Z:
with dndn+1 = 0 for all n:
It is clear that every short exact sequence is a complex.
Denition. LetX be a complex of the form
X = :::  ! X1  ! X0  !M  ! 0
the complex obtained by suppressingM is
XM = :::  ! X1  ! X0  ! 0
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and is called the deleted complex ofX: Similarly, we dene the deleted complexYN of the
complex
Y = 0  ! N  ! Y 0  ! Y 1  ! :::
by suppressing N:
Denition. If (A; d) is a complex, its nth homology module is
Hn(A) = ker dnim dn+1:
Notation. We shall denote ker dn by Zn(A) and im dn+1 by Bn(A): Thus, Hn(A) =
Zn(A)Bn(A):
Denition. If A and A0 are complexes, a chain map f : A  ! A0 is a sequence of maps
fn : A  ! A0; (n 2 Z); such that the following diagram commutes
:::  ! An+1 dn+1 ! An dn ! An 1  ! :::
# fn+1 # fn # fn 1
:::  ! A0n+1
d0n+1 ! A0n
d0n ! A0n 1  ! ::: .
Denition. If f : A  ! A0 is a chain map, dene
Hn(f) : Hn(A)  ! Hn(A0)
by
zn +Bn(A) 7! fn(zn) +Bn(A0):
Hn(f) is a well-dened homomorphism and is called the map induced by f and it is usually
denoted as f:
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The notion of short exact sequence of R-modules and homomorphism can be extended
to complexes and chain maps. We then obtain the notion of a short exact sequence of
compexes.
Theorem (Connecting Homomorphism). Let 0  ! A0 i ! A p ! A00  ! 0 be an
exact sequence of complexes. For each n; there is a homomorphism, called the natural
connecting homomorphism
@n : Hn(A
00)  ! Hn 1(A0)
dened by
z00 +Bn(A00) 7! i 1n 1dnp 1n (z00) +Bn 1(A0):
Denition. If T is a covariant functor, its right derived functors RnT are dened on a
moduleA by (RnT )A = Hn(TEA) = ker(Tdn)im(Tdn 1);whereEA denotes a deleted
injective resolution of A:
Denition (I). If T = HomR(C; _) is a covariant functor, then RnT is dened by ExtnR
(C; _): In particular, ExtnR(C;A) = ker dnimdn 1 ; where 0  ! A  ! E0 d
0 ! E1 d1 !
E2
d2 ! ::: is an injective resolution of A:
Remark. One can see that ExtnR(C;A) = Hn( HomR(C;EA)):
Theorem. The denition of ExtnR(C;A) is independent of the choice of injective resolution
of A:
Denition. If T is a contravariant functor, then (RnT )C = kerTdn+1 imTdn; where...
P2
d2 ! P1 d1 ! P0  ! C  ! 0 is a projective resolution of C.
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Denition (II). If T = HomR(_; A) is a contravariant functor, thenRnT = Extn(_; A): In
particular, ExtnR(C;A) = ker dn+1 imdn; where ... ! P2 d2 ! P1 d1 ! P0  ! C  ! 0
is a projective resolution of C:
Remark. One can see that ExtnR(C;A) = Hn(HomR(PC ; A)) where PC is a deleted
projective resolution.
Theorem. The denition of ExtnR(C;A) is independent of the choice of projective resolu-
tion of C:
Theorem (I). If 0  ! A0  ! A  ! A00  ! 0 is an exact sequence of modules and
T is a covariant functor, then there is an exact sequence 0  ! R0TA0  ! R0TA  !
R0TA00  ! :::  ! RnTA0  ! RnTA  ! RnTA
@00  ! Rn+1TA0  ! ::: with natural
connecting homomorphism @.
Theorem. Ext0R(A; _) is naturally equivalent toHomR(A; _) and Ext0R(_; B) is naturally
equivalent to HomR(_; B):
Theorem (II). If 0  ! A0  ! A  ! A00  ! 0 is an exact sequence of modules and T is
contravariant, then there is an exact sequence 0  ! R0TA00  ! R0TA  ! R0TA0  !
:::  ! RnTA00  ! RnTA  ! RnTA
@0  ! Rn+1TA00  ! ::: with natural connecting
homomorphism @:
Now, if we apply Denition (I) in Theorem (I) and Denition (II) in Theorem (II), then we
get the following result
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Theorem (Long Exact Sequence for Ext) (i) If 0  ! B0  ! B  ! B00  ! 0 is an exact
sequence, then there is a long exact sequence with natural connecting homomorphisms
0  ! HomR(A;B0)  ! HomR(A;B)  ! HomR(A;B00) @ ! Ext1R(A;B0)  ! :::;
(ii) if 0  ! A0  ! A  ! A00  ! 0 is an exact sequence, then there is a long exact
sequence with natural connecting homomorphisms
0  ! HomR(A00; B)  ! HomR(A;B)  ! HomR(A0; B) @ ! Ext1R(A00; B)  ! ::::
In a similar way, one may apply the tensor product functor instead of theHomR functor to
dene a dual notion of ExtR; denoted as TorR. We have (see J. Rotman [20, p. 221])
Theorem (Long Exact Sequence for Tor). If 0  ! B0  ! B  ! B00  ! 0 is an exact
sequence, then there is a long exact sequence
:::  ! TorR1 (A;B00)  ! A
B0  ! A
B  ! A
B00  ! 0
with natural connecting homomorphisms; similarly in the other variable.
4.1 n-Absolutely Pure and n-Flat Modules
In this section we will discuss a generalization of the notions of absolute purity and atness.
To introduce this generalization, we need the following basic results. We will drop the
subscript R from ExtnR; HomR, and the superscript R from TorRn , when there is no risk of
ambiguity.
Lemma 4.1. If B is injective, then Extn(A;B) = 0 for all modules A and n > 1:
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Proof. If B is injective, then 0  ! B  ! E0  ! 0 is an injective resolution, where
E0 = B and  = 1B: With respect to this choice of injective resolution, we can see that
Extn(A;B) = Hn(Hom(A;EB)) = 0 where n > 1: 
Remark. It can be shown that if Ext1(A;B) = 0 for all R-modules A, then B is injective.
Hence, a left R-module B is injective if and only if Ext1(A;B) = 0 for all R-modules A:
Lemma 4.2. If A is projective, then Extn(A;B) = 0 for all modules B and all n > 1:
Proof. If P is projective, then
0
d1 ! P0 d0 ! A  ! 0
is projective resolution where P0 = A and d0 = 1A . With respect to this choice of
projective resolution, we can see that Extn(A;B) = Hn(Hom(PA; B)) = 0 where n  1:

As an analogue to the remark above, we have
Proposition 4.3 (C. Megibben [18]). A left R-module A is absolutely pure if and only if,
for all nitely presented R-modules N; it satises Ext1R(N;A) = 0:
Proof. Let A be an absolutely pure left R-module and let N be a nitely presented left
R-module, i.e. there is a short exact sequence 0  ! K  ! F  ! N  ! 0 where F is
free and both F and K are f.g.. Then, every homomorphism g : K  ! A can be extended
by  : F  ! A i.e. g =  by Proposition 2.14. Using the long exact sequence for Ext,
we have the exact sequence
Hom(F;A)
 ! Hom(K;A)  ! Ext1R(N;A)  ! Ext1R(F;A) ();
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where Ext1R(F;A) = 0 by Lemma 4.7. Now, let f 2 Ext1R(N;A); then there is g 2
Hom(K;A) such that (g) = f . By the hypothesis, there is  2 Hom(F;A) with  =
g; i.e. () = g and so f = (g) = (()) = 0 since the sequence () is exact. Thus,
Ext1R(N;A) = 0 for all nitely presented modules N:
For the converse, let N be a f.p. R-module. Then, we have an exact sequence 0  !
K  ! F  ! N  ! 0; where F is free and both F and K are f.g. By using the long
exact sequence for Ext, we have the exact sequence (). Now, if Ext1R(N;A) = 0 then
 is epic. Thus, if g : K  ! A; then there is  2 Hom(F;A) such that () = g i.e.
 = g: Hence, A is absolutely pure by Proposition 2.14. 
Denition. Let A be a left R-module. The projective dimension of A (abbreviated pd(A))
is dened as the smallest integer n  0 for which there is a projective resoultion
0  ! Pn  ! :::  ! P1  ! P0  ! A  ! 0:
If no such n exists, we write pd(A) =1:
Note that if A is an R-module; then pd(A) = 0 iff A is projective.
Following S. B. Lee [15], we dene n-absolute purity as follows.
Denition. A left R-module A is n-absolutely pure for n  0 if, for all nitely presented
R-modules N with pd(N) 6 n; we have Ext1R(N;A) = 0:
It is clear that all modules are 0-absolutely pure since all modules with projective dimension
zero are projective, and that absolutely pure modules are n-absolutely pure modules for all
n  0. Also, every (n + 1)-absolutely pure is n-absolutely pure. Consequently, for each
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module A we have the following implications.
A is a.p. =) ::: =) A is 2-a.p. =) A is 1-a.p. =) A is 0-a.p.
Before giving examples of R-modules that are n-a.p. (for some n < 1) but not a.p., we
give the following
Denition. A ring R is quasi-Frobenius (or simply qF) if it is left and right noetherian and
R is an injective left R-module.
A well-known charaterization of qF rings is
A ring R is qF if and only if every projective R-module is injective. (See J. Rotman [20, p.
131].)
It can be shown that if the ring is qF, then every module N with pd(N) <1 is projective.
Now, letN be a f.p. R-module with pd(N) = n <1 where R is qF. Then, N is projective
and soExt1(N;A) = 0 for allR-modulesA; i.e. allR-modules are n-a.p. for each n <1.
So, ifR is qF but not von Neumann regular (for example Z4Z), then there is anR-module
that is n-a.p. for all n <1 but not a.p.
Before stating a generalization of atness dual to n-absolute purity, we rst prove
Proposition 4.4. If M is a at right R-module, then Torn(M;N) = 0 for all n > 1 and
all R-modules N:
Proof. Let QN = :::  ! N1  ! N0  ! 0 be an exact sequence. Since M is at, the
functor M 
 _ is exact. It follows that the complex M 
QN has all homology groups 0
except the zeroth. 
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Proposition 4.5. A right R-module A is at if Tor1(A;B) = 0 for all nitely presented
R-modules B:
Proof. RI; where I is a f.g. ideal, is nitely presented. Then, the exact sequence
0  ! I  ! R  ! RI  ! 0
induces the exact sequence
Tor1(A;RI)  ! A
R I  ! A
R R
Suppose Tor1(A;R=I) = 0. Then, we obtain the exact sequence
0  ! A
R I  ! A
R R
and hence A is at by Lemma 3.7. 
From Propositions 4.4 and 4.5, we obtain that, A is a at right R-module if and only if
Tor1(A;B) = 0 for all nitely presented R-modules B: This motivates the following
generalization of atness (see S. B. Lee [15]).
Denition. A right R-module M is n-at for n  0 if, for all nitely presented left R-
modules N with pd(N ) 6 n, we have TorR1 (M;N) = 0:
It is clear that all modules are 0-at since all modules with projective dimension zero are
projective, and that at modules are n-at modules for all n  0. Also, every (n + 1)-at
module is n-at. Consequently, for each moduleM we have the following implications
M is at =) ::: =)M is 2-at =)M is 1-at =)M is 0-at.
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Recall that if the ring is qF, then every module N with pd(N) < 1 is projective. Now,
let N be a f.p. left R-module with pd(N) = n < 1 where R is qF. Then, N is projective
and so Tor1(A;N) = 0 for all right R-modules A; i.e. all right R-modules are n-at for
each n < 1: So, if R is qF but not von Neumann regular, then there is an R-module that
is n-at for all n <1 but not at.
Lemma 4.6. Let fAk j k 2 Kg be a family of right R-modules and B be a left R-module.
Then, Torn(Ak; B) = Torn(Ak; B) for all n > 0:
Proof. By induction on n. For each R-module Ak there is an exact sequence
0  ! Sk  ! Fk  ! Ak  ! 0 ();
where Fk is free. This yields the exact sequence
0  ! Sk  ! Fk  ! Ak  ! 0 ():
By applying the long exact sequence of Tor on (); we have the exact sequence
Tor1(Fk; B)  ! Tor1(Ak; B)  ! Sk 
B  ! Fk 
B;
which implies the exactness of
Tor1(Fk; B)  ! Tor1(Ak; B)  ! (Sk 
B)  ! (Fk 
B):
Now, by applying the long exact sequence of Tor on (); we obtain the exact sequence
Tor1(Fk; B)  ! Tor1(Ak; B)  ! (Sk)
B  ! (Fk)
B
But each Fk is free so it is at, and hence Tor1(Fk; B) = 0 = Tor1(Fk; B) by Propo-
sition 4.4 and the fact that a direct sum of at modules is at (see the examples below the
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denition of at modules in Chapter 3). Thus, we have the following diagram.
Tor1(Fk; B)  ! Tor1(Ak; B)  ! (Sk 
B)  ! (Fk 
B)
#  #= #=
Tor1(Fk; B)  ! Tor1(Ak; B)  ! (Sk)
B  ! (Fk)
B
where the last two vertical maps are natural isomorphisms (see Theorem 1.15) and  is
dened in a natural way by standard diagram chasing. Then,  is an isomorphism by the
Five Lemma and hence Tor1(Ak; B) = Tor1(Ak; B): Assume the conclusion of the
Lemma is true for n  1; then by applying the long exact sequence of Tor on () and ()
we have
0=Torn(Fk; B)! Torn(Ak; B)! Torn 1(Sk; B)! Torn 1(Fk; B)=0
# n #=
0= Torn(Fk; B)! Torn(Ak; B)! Torn 1(Sk; B)! Torn 1(Fk; B)=0
Then, by the inductive hypothesis and the Five Lemma again we have Torn(Ak; B) =
Torn(Ak; B): 
Lemma 4.7. Let fBk j k 2 Kg be a family of left R-modules and A be a left R-module.
Then, Extn(A;
Q
Bk) =
Q
Extn(A;Bk) for all n  0:
Proof. We do an induction on n: Consider the following exact sequence
0  ! Bk  ! Ek  ! Qk  ! 0
where Ek is an injective envelope for Bk: Then, we have the following exact sequence
0  !QBk  !QEk  !QQk  ! 0
where
Q
Ek is injective (see Theorem 1.7). We apply the long exact sequence for Ext to
have
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Hom(A;
Q
Ek)  ! Hom(A;
Q
Qk)  ! Ext1(A;
Q
Bk)  ! Ext1(A;
Q
Ek) = 0
#= #= # Q
Hom(A;Ek)  !
Q
Hom(A;Qk)  !
Q
Ext1(A;Bk)  !
Q
Ext1(A;Ek) = 0
where the rst two vertical maps are natural isomorphisms (see Theorem 1.14) and  is
dened in a natural way by standard diagram chasing. Then, by the Five Lemma  is an
isomorphism. Now, assume that the conclusion of the Lemma is true for n  1: Then,
Extn 1(A;
Q
Ek)  ! Extn 1(A;
Q
Qk)  ! Extn(A;
Q
Bk)  ! Extn(A;
Q
Ek)
#= #= # nQ
Extn 1(A;Ek)  !
Q
Extn 1(A;Qk)  !
Q
Extn(A;Bk)  !
Q
Extn(A;Ek)
where Extn(A;
Q
Ek) = 0 =
Q
Extn(A;Ek) by Lemma 4.1. Hence, n is an isomor-
phism by the inductive hypothesis and the Five Lemma. 
Proposition 4.8. Let fMigi2I be a family of right R-modules and n a positive integer.
(i) Mi is n-at if and only if eachMi is n-at.
(ii)
Q
Mi is n-absolutely pure if and only if eachMi is n-absolutely pure.
Proof. (i) Let Mi be n-at. Then, Tor1(Mi; B) = Tor1(Mi; B) = 0 for all nitely
presented left R-modules B with pd(B) 6 n. Hence, each Mi is n-at. Conversely, let
eachMi be n-at. Then, Tor1(Mi; B) = 0 for all nitely presented left R-modules B with
pd(B) 6 n. Thus, Tor1(Mi; B) = Tor1(Mi; B) = 0 for all nitely presented left R
-modules B with pd(B) 6 n and hence Mi is n-at.
(ii) Let
Q
Mi be n-absolutely pure. Then,
Q
Ext1(N;Mi) = Ext1(N;
Q
Mi) = 0 for
all nitely presented R-modules N with pd(N ) 6 n: Thus, each Ext1(N;Mi) = 0 for
all nitely presented R-modules with pd(N) 6 n and hence each Mi is n -absolutely
pure. Conversely, let each Mi be n-absolutely pure, i.e. Ext1(N;Mi) = 0 for all nitely
presented R-modules N with pd(N) 6 n: Then, Ext1(N;
Q
Mi) =
Q
Ext1(N;Mi) = 0
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for all nitely presented R-modules N with pd(N) 6 n and hence
Q
Mi is n-absolutely
pure. 
Lemma 4.9. For rings R and S, consider the situation (AR;RBS; CS): Then,
ExtnR(A;HomS(B;C))
= HomS(TorRn (A;B); C) whenever C is an injective right S-
module.
Proof. By induction on n. For any R-module B, we have the following exact sequence
0  ! K  ! F  ! B  ! 0
where F is a free R-module. Now, we apply the long exact sequence for Tor to have the
exact sequence
Tor1(A;F )  ! Tor1(A;B)  ! A
R K  ! A
R F:
F is free and hence is at, so Tor1(A;F ) = 0 by Proposition 4.4. Then,
HomS(A
R F;C)  ! HomS(A
R K;C)  ! HomS(Tor1(A;B); C)  ! 0 ()
is exact since C an injective S-module and so HomS(_; C) is an exact functor. But
0  ! HomS(B;C)  ! HomS(F;C)  ! HomS(K;C)  ! 0
is an exact sequence, as C is an injective S-module, so we use the long exact sequence of
Ext to obtain following exact sequence
HomR(A;HomS(F;C))  ! HomR(A;HomS(K;C))  !
Ext1R(A;HomS(B;C))  ! Ext1R(A;HomS(F;C)) ():
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The last term is zero since F = R(I) for some index set I , and so HomS(F;C) =
HomS(R
(I); C) = (HomS(R;C))I = CI is an injective R-module. From () and ();
we have the following diagram
HomS(A
R F;C)! HomS(A
R K;C)! HomS(Tor1(A;B); C)! 0
# f # g # 
HomR(A;HomS(F;C))!HomR(A;HomS(K;C))!Ext1R(A;HomS(B;C))! 0
The maps f and g are natural isomorphisms (see Theorem 1.16 ) and  is dened in a
natural way by standard diagram chasing. Thus,  is an isomorphism by the Five Lemma
and hence Ext1R(A;HomS(B;C)) = HomS(TorR1 (A;B); C):
Now, assume that the conclusion of the Lemma is true for n  1
i.e. Extn 1R (A;HomS(B;C)) = HomS(TorRn 1(A;B); C). Then, we have
HomS(Tor
R
n 1(A;F ); C)!HomS(TorRn 1(A;K); C)!HomS(TorRn (A;B); C)!0
#= #= # n
Extn 1R (A;HomS(F;C))!Extn 1R (A;HomS(K;C))!ExtnR(A;HomS(B;C))!0
where n is dened in a natural way by standard diagram chasing. Thus, n is an isomor-
phism by the Five Lemma and hence ExtnR(A;HomS(B;C)) = HomS(TorRn (A;B); C):

An analogue of Proposition 3.8 is
Proposition 4.10. Let M be a right R-module and n a positive integer. Then,M is n-at
if and only if M is n-absolutely pure.
Proof. From Lemma 4.9, we have the following identity
Ext1R(N;HomZ(M;QZ)) = HomZ(TorR1 (N;M);QZ):
Now, let M be n-at i.e. TorR1 (N;M) = 0 for all nitely presented R-modules N with
pd(N) 6 n. Then, (Tor1(N;M)) = 0 implies Ext1R(N;HomZ(M;QZ)) = 0 for all
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nitely presented R-modules N with pd(N) 6 n and hence M = HomZ(M;QZ) is
n-absolutely pure.
For the converse, let M be n-absolutely pure i.e. Ext1R(N;M) = 0 for all nitely pre-
sented R-modules N with pd(N) 6 n: Then, HomZ(TorR1 (N;M);QZ) = 0 implies
TorR1 (N;M) = 0 for all nitely presented R-modules N with pd(N) 6 n; since QZ is
an injective cogenerator, and henceM is n-at. 
4.2 n-Coherent Rings
The following generalization of coherence is due to Lee [15]
Denition. A ring R is left n-coherent for n  1 (or n = 1), if every nitely generated
submodule K of a free left R-module with pd(K) 6 n  1 is nitely presented.
Clearly, all rings are 1-coherent since every f.g. projective module is nitely presented,
and all coherent rings are n-coherent for all n  1. Also, every (n + 1)-coherent ring is
n-coherent. Consequently, we have the following implications for a ring R:
R is coherent =) ::: =) R is 3-coherent =) R is 2-coherent =) R is 1-coherent.
Now, if RM is the class of all left R-modules and d = lpD(R) = sup fpd(A) j A 2R Mg
is the left projective global dimension of R, then from the following diagram
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0  ! Fd  ! :::  ! F2      ! F1      ! R  ! RI  ! 0
& % & %
::: K I
% & % &
:::0 0 0
where the row is a projective resolution of RI , we have pd (I)  d  1: This means that
the left coherent rings are exactly those which are d-coherent. In particular, left1-coherent
rings are precisely the left coherent ones
Proposition 4.11. If R is left n-coherent, then for every nitely presented left R-moduleN
with pd (N) 6 n, every n-absolutely pure left R-module A satises Ext2R(N;A) = 0:
Proof. Let R be left n-coherent ring, A be an n-absolutely pure module, and let N be
nitely presented with pd(N ) 6 n. Then, there is an exact sequence
0  ! K  ! F  ! N  ! 0;
where F is free and both F and K are f.g. Thus, pd(K) 6 n   1 since pd(N) 6 n. So,
K is a f.g. submodule of a free R-module F with pd(K) 6 n   1 and hence K is nitely
presented. The long exact sequence of Ext induces the following exact sequence
Ext1R(K;A)  ! Ext2R(N;A)  ! Ext2R(F;A);
where Ext2R(F;A) = 0 since F is projective, and Ext1R(K;A) = 0 since A is n-absolutely
pure: Therefore, Ext2R(N;A) = 0. 
Lemma 4.12. Let R be an n-coherent ring. Consider the situation (RA;RNS; CS) where
N is f.p. with pd(N)  n; C is an injective S-module. Then,
TorRn (HomS(A;C); N)
= HomS(ExtnR(N;A); C):
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Proof. Since N is f.p., we have an exact sequence
0  ! K  ! F  ! N  ! 0;
where F is free and both F andK are f.g. Then, by using the long exact sequence of Ext;
we obtain the exact sequence
HomR(F;A)  ! HomR(K;A)  ! Ext1R(N;A)  ! Ext1R(F;A):
Ext1R(F;A) = 0 since F is free. So, we obtain an exact sequence
0  ! HomS(Ext1R(N;A); C)  ! HomS(HomR(K;A); C)  !
HomS(HomR(F;A); C) ().
On the other hand, we use the long exact sequence of Tor on the sequence 0  ! K  !
F  ! N  ! 0 to obtain the exact sequence
TorR1 (HomS(A;C); F )  ! TorR1 (HomS(A;C); N)  !
HomS(A;C)
R K  ! HomS(A;C)
R F ()
By Proposition 4.4 we have TorR1 (HomS(A;C); F ) = 0 since F is free. Now, F is
f.p. since it is f.g. projective, and K, being a f.g. submodule of a free module with
pd(K) 6 n  1; is also f.p. as R is n-coherent. By Lemma 3.4, there are isomorphisms f :
HomS(HomR(K;A); C)  ! HomS(A;C) 
R K and g : HomS(HomR(F;A); C)  !
HomS(A;C)
R F . Consider now the diagram
0! HomS(Ext1R(N;A); C) ! HomS(HomR(K;A); C)! HomS(HomR(F;A); C)
#  # f # g
0! TorR1 (HomS(A;C); N) ! HomS(A;C)
R K ! HomS(A;C)
R F
where the rows are exact by () and (), and  is dened in a natural way by standard
diagram chasing. Then, by the Five Lemma,  is an isomorphism. Now, assume that the
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identity is true for n   1, i.e. there is an isomorphism fn : HomS(Extn 1(K;A); C)  !
TorRn 1(HomS(A;C); K): Then, we have the following diagram
0  ! HomS(Extn(N;A); C)  ! HomS(Extn 1(K;A); C)  ! 0
# n # fn
0  ! TorRn (Hom(A;C); N)  ! TorRn 1(HomS(A;C); K)  ! 0
where the rows are exact and where n is an isomorphism by the Five Lemma. 
An analogue of Proposition 3.23 is the following
Proposition 4.13. Let R be a left n-coherent ring. Then, a right R-module A is n-at if
and only if A is n-absolutely pure left R-module.
Proof. By Lemma 4.8 with n = 1, C = QZ and S = Z, we have the identity
TorR1 (HomZ(A;QZ); N) = HomZ(Ext1R(N;A);QZ):
Let A be n-at i.e. Tor1(A; N) = 0 for all f.p. R-modules N with pd(N) 6 n. Then,
HomZ(Ext
1
R(N;A);QZ) = TorR1 (HomZ(A;QZ); N) = 0 for all f.p. R-modules N
with pd(N) 6 n: Thus, Ext1R(N;A) = 0 for all f.p. R-modules N with pd(N) 6 n, i.e. A
is n-absolutely pure.
For the converse, let A be n-absolutely pure i.e. Ext1R(N;A) = 0 for all f.p. R-modules
N with pd(N) 6 n. Then
TorR1 (HomZ(A;QZ); N) = HomZ(Ext1R(N;A);QZ) = 0 for all f.p. R-modules N
with pd(N) 6 n and hence A = HomZ(A;QZ) is n-at. 
Proposition 4.14. If R is left n-coherent, then a left R-module A is n-absolutely pure if
and only if A is n-absolutely pure.
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Proof. A is n-absolutely pure iff A is n-at by Proposition 4.13, and A is n-at iff A is
n-absolutely pure by Proposition 4.10. 
In Proposition 2.10, we had an important result that says a pure submodule of an absolutely
pure module is again absolutely pure. This proposition was used to deduce various results.
An analogue of this for n-coherent rings is given in
Proposition 4.15. If R is a left n-coherent ring, then pure submodules of n-absolutely
pure modules are n-absolutely pure.
Proof. If B is pure in A and A is n-absolutely pure, then the exact sequence 0  ! B  !
A  ! AB  ! 0 leads to have 0  ! (AB)  ! A  ! B  ! 0 split ex-
act by Proposition 3.3. Hence 0  ! B  ! A  ! (A=B)  ! 0 is split by
Proposition 2.8 and Proposition 3.3. So B  (AB) = A: By Proposition 4.14
A is n-absolutely pure since A is n -absolutely pure. Then, by Lemma 4.7 we have
Ext1(N;B)  Ext1(N; (AB)) = Ext1(N;B  (AB)) = Ext1(N;A) = 0
for all f.p. R-modules N with pd(N) 6 n: Thus, B is n-absolutely pure and hence B is
so by Proposition 4.14. 
Proposition 4.16. Pure submodules of n-at modules are n-at.
Proof. Let A be a pure submodule of an n-at module B (B is n-absolutely pure by
Proposition 4.10). Then, the pure exact sequence 0  ! A  ! B  ! BA  ! 0
induces the split exact sequence 0  ! (BA)  ! B  ! A  ! 0 by Proposition
3.3, i.e. A(BA) = B. Then, Ext1R(N;A)Ext1R(N; (BA)) = Ext1R(N;A
(BA)) = Ext1R(N;B) = 0 for all f.p. R-modules N with pd(N)  n; since B is n-
absolutely pure. Hence A is n-absolutely pure and thus A is n-at by Proposition 4.10. 
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An analogue of Proposition 3.11 is
Proposition 4.17. Let R be a left n-coherent ring. Then, pure quotients of n-absolutely
pure left R-modules are n-absolutely pure.
Proof. Assume that R is n-coherent and that 0  ! B  ! A  ! AB  ! 0 is a
pure exact sequence where A is an n-absolutely pure left R-module. Let N be f.p. with
pd(N) 6 n: Then, we have an exact sequence
Ext1R(N;A)  ! Ext1R(N;AB)  ! Ext2R(N;B):
Ext1R(N;A) = 0 since A isn-absolutely pure and Ext2R(N;B) = 0 by Proposition 4.15
and Proposition 4.11. Hence, Ext1R(N;AB) = 0 and AB is n-absolutely pure. 
In Proposition 4.17, we can omit the purity hypothesis for the case n = 1 as the following
proposition shows.
Proposition 4.18. Every quotient of a 1-absolutely pure R-module is 1-absolutely pure.
Proof. First let us show that if pd(N)  1, then Ext2R(N;A) = 0 for all left R-modules A.
To see this, let 0  ! P1  ! P0  ! N  ! 0 be a projective resolution of N: Then, we
obtain the exact sequence Ext1R(P1; A)  ! Ext2R(N;A)  ! Ext2R(P0; A) by the long
exact sequence for Ext. The rst and the last terms are zero since both P1 and P0 are
projective modules and hence Ext2R(N;A) = 0.
Now, let N be a f.p. R-module with pd(N)  1 and let A be a submodule of a 1-a.p. R-
module B:Then, the exact sequence 0  ! A  ! B  ! BA  ! 0 induces the exact
sequence
Ext1R(N;B)  ! Ext1R(N;BA)  ! Ext2R(N;A);
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by the long exact sequence for Ext. Ext1R(N;B) = 0 sinceB is 1-a.p. and Ext2R(N;A) =
0 by the rst part above. Thus,Ext1R(N;BA) = 0 for all f.pR-modulesN with pd(N) 
1, i.e. BA is 1-a.p. 
Combining Propositions 4.10 and 4.18, one can drop the purity condition from Proposition
4.16:
Proposition 4.19. Submodules of 1-at modules are 1-at.
Proof. Let A be a submodule of a 1-at R-module B: Then, B is 1-a.p. by Proposition
4.10. The short exact sequence
0  ! A  ! B  ! BA  ! 0;
induces the dual exact sequence
0  ! (BA)  ! B  ! A  ! 0;
and so A is a quotient of the 1-a.p. module B: Therefore, A is 1-a.p. by Proposition
4.18 and hence A is 1-at by Proposition 4.10. 
The following two lemmas will be needed later. First we x the notation. Let A be a left
R-module and fBj j j 2 Jg be a family of a right R-modules. The map  : (Qj2J Bj)
A  ! Qj2J(Bj 
 A) dened as  ((bj)j2J ; a) = (bj 
 a)j2J is a middle linear map
and so there is a homomorphism A : (
Q
j2J Bj) 
 A  !
Q
j2J(Bj 
 A) given by
A((bj)j2J 
 a) = (bj 
 a)j2J : Let A be the composition RJ 
A
A ! (R
A)J  ! AJ
where ((rj 
 aj)j2J) = (rjaj)j2J . (See B. Stenström [23, pp. 41-42].)
Lemma 4.20. With the above notation the following conditions are equivalent for any left
R-module A.
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(i) A is f.g.
(ii) For every family fBj j j 2 Jg of right R-modules A : (
Q
j2J Bj)
 A  !Q
j2J(Bj 
 A) is an epimorphism:
(iii) For every set J; the map A : RJ 
 A  ! AJ is an epimorphism.
Proof. (i)=)(ii) Let A be a f.g. left R-module with generating set fa1; a2; :::; ang and
consider the map A : (
Q
j2J Bj) 
 A  !
Q
j2J(Bj 
 A) given by (bj)j2J 
 a 7!
(bj
a)j2J : If (uj)j2J 2
Q
j2J(Bj
A)j2J ; then each uj =
nP
k=1
bjk
ak for some bjk 2 Bj .
Thus, (uj)j2J is an image under  and so  is an epimorphism.
(ii)=)(iii) is obvious.
(iii)=)(i) Choose J = A and consider the element u 2 AA whose xth component is x:
Since A : RA 
 A  ! AA is an epimorphism, we have u = A(
nP
j=1
((rjx)x2A 
 xj)) for
some (rjx)x2A 2 RA and xj 2 A: Then, u =
nP
j=1
A((rjx)x2A 
 xj) =
nP
j=1
(rjxxj)x2A =
(
nP
j=1
rjxxj)x2A and hence x =
nP
j=1
rjxxj for all x 2 A: Therefore, A is f.g. 
Lemma 4.21. With the above notation the following conditions are equivalent for any left
R-module A:
(i) A is f.p.
(ii) For every family fBj j j 2 Jg of right R-modules A : (
Q
j2J Bj)
 A  !Q
j2J(Bj 
 A) is an isomorphism:
(iii) For every set J; the map A : RJ 
 A  ! AJ is an isomorphism.
Proof. (i)=)(ii) If A is a f.p. R-module, then there is an exact sequence 0  ! K  !
F  ! A  ! 0, where F is free and both F and K are f.g. R-modules. Consider the
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following commutative diagram
(
Q
j2J Bj)
K  ! (
Q
j2J Bj)
 F  ! (
Q
j2J Bj)
 A  ! 0
# K # F # AQ
j2J(Bj 
K)  !
Q
j2J(Bj 
 F )  !
Q
j2J(Bj 
 A)  ! 0
with exact rows: Then, K and A are epimorphisms by Lemma 4.20 and F is an isomor-
phism since F is free. Thus, A is a monomorphism by the Five Lemma and so A is an
isomorphism.
(ii)=)(iii) is obvious.
(iii)=)(i) By Lemma 4.20, we know thatA is f.g. Choose an exact sequence 0  ! K  !
F  ! A  ! 0 where F is f.g free. We obtain a commutative diagram
RI 
K  ! RI 
 F  ! RI 
 A  ! 0
# K # F # K
0  ! F I  ! KI  ! AI  ! 0
with exact rows, where F and A are isomorphisms by hypothesis. It follows by a diagram
chase that K is an epimorphism, so K is f.g. by Lemma 4.20. and hence A is f.p. 
Proposition 4.22. The following statements are equivalent for any ring R:
(i) R is left semihereditary.
(ii) 1-absolutely pure left R-modules are absolutely pure.
(iii) 1-at right R-modules are at.
Proof. (i)=)(ii) LetM be a 1-a.p. R-module and N be a f.p. right R-modules. Then we
have an exact sequence 0  ! K  ! F  ! N  ! 0 where F is free and both F and K
are f.g. Now,K is projective by Proposition 3.29. Thus, pd(N)  1 and soExt1R(N;M) =
0, i.e. M is a.p.
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(ii)=)(iii) LetM be a 1-at right R-module. Then, by Proposition 4.10,M is 1-a.p., and
so it is a.p. This means thatM is at by Proposition 3.8.
(iii)=)(i) LetR be a ring such that all 1-at rightR-modules are at. Since all submodules
of 1-at are 1-at (Proposition 4.19), we obtain that every submodule of a at module is
at. Moreover, R is left coherent. To see this, let J be any set. We prove that RJ is 1-at
as a right R-module. Let A be f.p. with pd(A)  1: Then, there exists an exact sequence
0  ! K  ! F  ! A  ! 0 where both F and K are f.g. projective and thus, by the
long exact sequence for Tor; we obtain the exact sequence
TorR1 (R
J ; A)  ! RJ 
K  ! RJ 
 F:
Now, to show that TorR1 (RJ ; A) = 0 it sufces to show that the sequence 0! RJ 
K !
RJ 
 F is exact. It is clear that K and F are f.p. since they are f.g. projective. By Lemma
4.21, we obtain
RJ 
K = KJand RJ 
 F = F J :
Thus, the homomorphism RJ 
 K  ! RJ 
 F is clearly monic since KJ  ! F J is
so. This shows that RJ is 1-at, and hence it is at and R is left coherent by Proposition
3.19. Therefore, every f.g. left ideal is f.p. and also at by the above part, and hence it is
projective. So, R is left semihereditary. 
This characterization can be used to give an example of an R-module that is not 1-a.p. (i.e.
a 0-a.p. module that is not 1-a.p.). To see this, let R be a ring that is semihereditary but
not von Neumann regular (for example Z). Then, there is an R-module which is not a.p.
and so not 1-a.p. (as R is semihereditary, see Proposition 4.22). In a similar way, there
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is an R-module that is 0-at but not 1-at since not all right R-modules are at when the
ring is not von Neumann regular by Proposition 3.21, and so they are not all 1-at as R is
semihereditary.
In Proposition 3.19, we have a characterization of coherent rings via atness. We have an
analogous result using n-coherence and n-at modules.
Proposition 4.23. (S. B. Lee [15]). A ring R is left n-coherent if and only if every direct
product of n-at right R-modules is n-at.
Proof. Let fMigi2I be a set of n-at modules. Then,
Q
iM

i is n -absolutely pure by
Proposition 4.10 and Proposition 4.8: But iMi is a pure submodule of
Q
iM

i and so,
iMi is n-absolutely pure by Proposition 4.15 since R is n-coherent. Then,
Q
iM

i =Q
iHomZ(M

i ;QZ) =HomZ(iMi ;QZ) = (iMi ) is n-at by Proposition 4.13.
Now, by the last part of Proposition 3.10,Mi is a pure submodule ofMi : Thus,
Q
i Mi is
pure in
Q
iM

i and hence,
Q
i Mi is n-at by Proposition 4.16.
For the converse, let n  1 and suppose that every product of n-at right R-modules is
n-at. Let H be a f.g. submodule of a f.g. free left R-module F; with pd(H)  n  1:We
need to show that H is f.p. Let I be any index set and consider the commutative diagram
RI 
H 1
f ! RI 
 F
#  # 
0  ! HI g ! F I
where f : H  ! F and g are the inclusions, and where  and  are epimorphisms as in
Lemma 4.20. Since F is f.p.,  is an isomorphism by Lemma 4.21.
By Lemma 4.21, we need only prove that  is monic. But this is clear from the diagram
since 1
 f is monic (as Tor1(RI ; FH) = 0). 
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